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The 22nd Conference of the FAO passed two resolutions
on the subject
of plant genetic ‘resources (8/83 and g/83).
Members will
recall
that the
consideration
of this subject in the FAO has been reported to the Group and
discussed at several meetings, most recently
during International
Centers
in this topic within
the
Week in 1983. Given the high level of interest
system, it has been placed on the agenda for the group meeting at the FAO
in Rome in May 1984.
To assist members in preparing
themselves for that discussion,
texts
of the two resolutions
are attached,
as is a copy of FAO Document C 83/25,
the Director
General's
report to the conference.
At the 33rd meeting of TAC in March 1984, the TAC heard a report from
Dr. Bommer on behalf of FAO, and comments from Dr. Kahre, Chairman of the
with
IBPGR. Dr Bommer summarized the provisions
of the two resolutions
particular
reference
to those portions
relevant
to the CGIAR. He said that
the proposed arrangements would strengthen
and further
develop existing
The network proposed to be organized would be based on that nearing
ones.
completion
under IBPGR scientific
leadership,
and the additional
work to be
undertaken would complement that of the IBPGR. The planned information
system would make full
use of the experience of the IBPGR.
previously
reviewed within
The whole field
of plant genetic resources,
would now be monitored by a new
the FAO by the Committee on Agriculture,
The commission would be
commission reporting
to the Director
General.
but the IBPGR would be invited
to
serviced
by FAO from other resources,
The Commission on Plant Genetic
attend its meetings as an observer.
Resources will
meet at the same time as the Committee on Agriculture;
its
first
session will
be March 13 to 15, 1985.
Dr Bommer told TAC that the Director
General of the FAO has
transmitted
the text of Resolution
8183 to the member governments of FAO,
to other countries
that are members of the UN but not of FAO, to the
Specialized
Agencies of the UN and the International
Atomic Energy Agency
and to the Directors-General
of IRRI, ICRISAT, IITA, ILCA, ICARDA, CIMMYT,
CIAT, CIP, the Chairman of the IBPGR, the Executive
Director
of LJNEP, and
All recipients
have been invited
to inform the
the Director
of IUCN.
Director
General whether or not they are interested
in adhering to the
undertaking
and to what extent they are in a position
to give effect
to the
principles
contained in the undertaking.
Replies are requested by July 1,
1984.
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Dr. Kahre said the IBPGR wished to underline
the principle
of free
availability
of germplasm, the need for a truly
global program and the
desire of the IBPGR that its activities
and those of the FAO should be
complementary and avoid polarization.
He said that increasing
national
awareness and the strengthening
of national
capabilities
were essential.
Due consideration
needed to be given to funding and priorities
and to lines
of communication
between FAO and the IBPGR. Finally,
since worldwide
activities
are constantly
changing, continuous
monitoring
was required.
TAC reaffirmed
its commitment to the principle
of free exchange of
genetic
resources,
and commended the FAO on its initiative.
TAC noted with
pleasure that the FAO Conference recognized
the leading role of the IBPGR
confidence
in the scientific
and technical
aspects,
and reaffirmed
TAC's
in the capability
of the IBPGR in those fields.
TAC felt .it should await
more information
before making any specific.recommendations.
It plans to
discuss the matter with the Center directors
in June, and possibly
make a
report with recommendations to the CGIAR in November 1984. If necessary,
the issue and its implications
will
be examined in the course of the
external
program review of IBPGR in early 1985.
Camus will
all present their views
Dr. Bommer, Dr. Kahre and Professor
to the Group as an introduction
to the discussion
of this topic in May;
The Group meeting will
be preceded by a meeting of the IBPGR Executive
Committee, and a donors meeting which the board has called.
The location
in Rome also offers
a particularly
good opportunity
to receive additional
information
from the FAO as required.
Among the issues which may warrant the attention
of the Group are the
impact which increased activity
in the FAO on plant genetic resources may
have on the programs and resources of the centers involved,
and the
responses of the centers to the international
undertaking.

Attachments:

FAO Resolution
8183
FAO Resolution
9/83
FAO Document C 83125

-

TWENTY-SECONDSESSION OF THE FAO CONFERENCE
Rome, 5-23 November 1963
Resolution

g/83

INTERNATIONAL UNDERTAKINGON PLANT GENETIC RESOURCESL/

2/

THE CONFERENCE,
Recalling

its

Resolution

6151 on plant

genetic

resources,

Recognizing:
(a) plant genetic
available
for use,

resources
are a heritage
of mankind to be preserved,
for the benefit
of present and future
generations;

and to be freely

(b)
full advantage can be derived from plant genetic resources
through an effective
programme of plant breeding,
and that, while most such resources
in the form of wild plants
and old land races are to be found in developing
countries,
training
and facilities
for
plant survey and identification
and plant breeding
are insufficient
or even not available
in many of those countries;
(c)
plant genetic resources
are
plants,
but have been insufficiently
Considering

indispensable
explored

for the genetic
improvement
and are in danger of erosion

of cultivated
and loss;

that:

(a)
the international
community should adopt a concrete
set of principles
designed to
promote the exploration,
preservation,
documentation,
availability
and full use of relevant plant genetic resources
essential
to agricultural
development;
(b)
it is the responsibility
of governments toundertake
such activities
as are needed
to ensure the exploration,
collection,
conservation,
maintenance,
evaluation,
documentation and exchange of plant genetic resources
in the interest
of all mankind; to provide
financial
and technological
support to institutions
engaged in such activities;
and to
ensure the equitable
and unrestricted
distribution
of the benefits
of plant breeding;
(c)
progress in plant breeding is essential
to the present and future development of
and the establishment
or strengthening
of plant breeding and seed producagriculture;
at the national,
sub-regional
and regional
levels,
is a prerequisite
tion capabilities,
to making efficient
use of international
cooperation
in the exploration,
collection,
documentation
and exchange of plant genetic
conservation,
maintenance,
evaluation,
resources;
1.

Adopts

the International

Undertaking

on Plant

Genetic

Resources

attached

hereto;

Reauests the Director-General
to transmit
this Resolution
and the attached
Interna2.
tional
Undertaking
to Member Nations of FAO, to non-Member Nations which are members of
any of its Specialized
Agencies or the International
Atomic Energy
the United Nations,
institutions
having responsibilities
with respect
Agency, and to autonomous international
and to invite
them to inform him whether or not they are into plant genetic resources,
terested
in the Undertaking
and to what extent they are in a position
to give effect
to
the principles
contained
in the Undertaking;

L/
<
2
4
v
0

2/

The delegation
of New Zealand reserved its position
on the text of the Internationai
Undertaking
on Plant Genetic Resources because there was no provision
which took
account of slant breeders'
rights.
Germany (Federal Republic of), Japan, Switzerland,
The delegations
of Canada,France,
United Kingdom and the United States of America reserved their positions
with respect'
to the Resolution
and the International
Undertaking
on Plant Genetic Resources.
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Urges Governments and the aforesaid
institutions
to give effect
3.
the Undertaking
and to support and participate
in the international
therein;

to the principles
of
arrangements
outlined

Endorses the Director-General's
propcsal
for the establishment
as soon as possible,
4.
within
the framework of FAO, of an intergovernmental
committee or other body on plant
genetic resources
open to ali States interested
in the Undertaking.
(Adopted
Annex to Resolution

23 November 1983)
R/83

INTERNATIONAL UNDERTAKING ON PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES
I.

Article

GENERAL
1 - Objective

1.
The objective
of this Undertaking
is to ensure that plant genetic resources
of econo.
mic and/or social
interest,
particularly
for agriculture,
will be explored,
preserved,
.This Undertaking
evaluated
and made available
for plant breeding
and scientific
purposes.
is based on the universally
accepted principle
that plant genetic resources
are a ,heritage
of mankind and consequently
should be avilable
without
restriction.
Article

2 - Definitions

and Scope

2.1

In this

(a)

"plant
genetic resources"
means the reproductive
of the following
categories
of plants:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv>
(VI

Undertaking:

cultivated

varieties

obsolete

cultivars;

primitive

cultivars

wild

(cultivars)
(land

and weed species,

special

genetic

stocks

in current

or vegetative

propagating

use and newly developed

material
varieties;

races);

near rela,tives
(including

elite

of cultivated

varieties;

and currentbreeders'

lines

andmutants);

(b)

means a collection
of seed stock or
"base collection
of plant genetic resources"
vegetative
propagating
material
(ranging
from tissue cultures
to whole plants)
held
for long-term
security
in order to preserve
the genetic variation
for scientific
purposes and as a basis for plant breeding;

(cl

means a collection
which complements a base collection,
ttactive
collection"
a collection
from which seed samples are drawn for distribution,
exchange
purposes such as multiplication
and evaluation;

Cd)

"institution"
means an entity
established
at the international
or national
level,
for purposes related
to the exploration,
collecwith or without
legal personality,
evaluation
or exchange of plant genetic resources;
conservation,
maintenance,
tion,

(e>

means an institution
holding
a base or active
"centre"
resources,
as described
in Article
7.

collection

and is
and other

of plant

genetic

2.2 This Undertaking
relates
to the plant genetic resources described
in para.
particularly
for agriculture
of all species of economic and/or social
interest,
and has particular
reference
to food crops.
present or in the future,

2.1(a),
at
.--
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Article

3 - Exploration

3.1 Governments adhering
conducted in
exploration,
potentially
valuable
plant
the country concerned,
as
be useful
for development
unknown, in particular:

of Plant

Genetic

Resources

to this Undertaking
will
organize or arrange for missions of
accordance with recognized
scientific
standards,
to identify
genetic resources
that are in danger of becoming extinct
in
well as other plant genetic resources
in the country which may
but whose 'existence
or essential
characteristics
are at present

(a)

known land races or cultivars
in favour of the cultivation

in danger of becoming
of new cultivars;

(b)

the wild
diversity

cc>

species which are not actually
cultivated
but may be used for the benefit
as a source of food or raw materials
(such as fibres,
chemical compounds,
or timber).

relatives
of cultivated
or natural
distribution;

plants

in areas

extinct

due to their

identified

as centres

abandonment
of genetic
of mankind
medicine

3.2 Special efforts
will
be made, in the context of Article
3.1, where the danger of
or is likely,
having regard to circumstances
such
extinction
of plant species is certain,
as the clearance
of vegetation
from tropical
rain forests
and semi-arid
lands with a view
to the expansion of cultivated
areas.
Evaluation
and
Article
4 - Preservation,
Documentation
of Plant Genetic Resources
4.1 Appropriate
legislative
andothermeasures
will
be maintained
and, where necessary,
developed and adopted to protect
and preserve
the plant genetic resources
of plants
growing in areas of their natural
habitat
in the major centres of genetic diversity.
4.2 Measures will
be taken, if necessary through international
cooperation,
to ensure
the scientific
collection
and safeguarding
of material
in areas where important
plant
genetic resources are in danger of becoming extinct
on account of agricultural
or other
development.
4.3 Appropriate
measures will
also be taken with respect to plant genetic resources
collections
of plants.
in gene banks or living
held, outside
their natural
habitats,
Governments and institutions
adhering to this Undertaking
will,
in particular,
ensure that
the said resources are conserved and maintained
in such a way as to preserve their valuable
characteristics
for use in scientific
research and plant breeding,
and are also evaluated
and fully
documented.
Article

.

5 - Availability

of Plant

Genetic

Resources

It will
be the policy
of adhering Governments and institutions
having plant genetic
5.
resources
under their control
to allow access to samples of such resources,
and to permit
rewhere the resources have been requested for the purposes of scientific
their export,
The samples will
be made availsearch, plant breeding or genetic resource conservation.
or on mutually
agreed terms.
able free of charge, on the basis of mutual exchange
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

II.

Article
cooperation

will,

6 - General

6.

International

in particular,

be directed

to:

(a>

of developing
countries,
w-here approestablishing
or strengthening
the capabilities
priate
on a national
or sub-regional
basis, with respect to plant genetic resources
plant breeding and seed multiincluding
plant survey and identification,
activities,
with the aim of enabling all countries
to make full
use
plication
and distribution,
of plant genetic resources
for the benefit
of their agricultural
development;

-h-

(b)

intensifying
international
activities
in preservation,
evaluation,
documentation,
exchange of plant genetic resources,
plant breeding,
germ plasm maintenance,
and
seed multiplication.
This would include activities
carried
out by FAO and other
concernec agGnc~es in the UN System; it vould also include
activities
of other inincluding
those supported by the CGIAR. The aim would be to progresstitutions,
sively
cover all plant species that are important
for agriculture
and other sectors
of the economy, in the present and for the future;

(c)

supporting
the arrangements
outlined
in Article
such arrangements
of governments and institutions,

(d)

considering
measures, such as the strengthening
nisms, to finance activities
relating
to plant
Article

7 - International

7, including
the participation
in
where appropriate
and feasible;
or establishment
genetic resources.

of funding

mecha-

Arrangements

7.1 The present international
arrangements,
being carried
out under the auspices of FAO
and other organizations
in the United Nations System, by national
and regional
institutions
and institutions
supported by the CGIAR, in particular
the IBPGR, for the exploration,
collection,
conservation,
maintenance,
evaluation,
documentation,
exchange and use of
plant genetic resources will
be further
developed and, where necessary,
complemented in
order to develop a global system so as to ensure that:
(a)

there develops an internationally
coordinated
network of national,
regional
and
international
centres,
including
an international
network of base collections
in
gene banks, under the auspices or the jurisdiction
of FAO, that have assumed the
responsibility
to hold, for the benefit
of the international
community and on the
principle
of unrestricted
exchange, base or active collections
of the plant genetic
resources
of particular
plant species;

(b)

the number of such centres will be progressively
increased
so as to achieve as
in terms of species and geographical
distribution,
complete a coverage as necessary,
account also being taken of the need for duplication,
of the resources
to be safeguarded and preserved;

(c)

the activities
of the centres that are related
to the exploration,
collection,
conmaintenance,
evaluation
and exchange of plant genetic
reservation,
rejuvenation,'
sources will be carried
out with due account being taken of scientific
standards;

Cd) sufficient

international

support in funds and facilities
will be provided,
at the national
to enable the centres to carry out their
tasks;
levels,

and

(e)

of FAO, relating
to plant genetic
a global information
system, under the coordination
and linked
to systems esresources
maintained
in the aforementioned
collections,
sub-regional
and regional
levels,
will be developed on
tablished
at the national,
the basis of relevant
arrangements
that already exist;

(f)

early warning will be given to FAO, or to any institution
designated
by FAO, of any
hazards that threaten
the efficient
maintenance
and operation
of a centre,
with a
view to prompt international
action to safeguard the material
maintained
by the
centre;

(g)

the IBPGR pursues and develops
in liaison
with FAO;

(h)

(i) the general expansion and improvement of related
professional
and institutional
including
training
within
appropriate
insticapability
within developing
countries,
tutions
in both developed and developing
countries,
is adequately
funded; and
within
the Undertaking
ultimately
ensures a significant
(ii)
the overall
activity
improvement in the capacity
of developing
countries
for the production
and distribuas required
to support major increases
in agricultion of improved crop varieties,
especially
in developing
countries.
tural production,

its

present

activities,

within

its

terms

,

of reference,

h
-

,
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7.2

Within the context of the global system any Governments or institutions
that agree
notify
the Director-General
of FAO
participate
in the Undertaking,
may, furthermore,
that they wish the base collection
or collections
for which they are responsible
to be
recognized
as part of the international
network of base collections
in gene banks, under
the auspices or the jurisdiction
of FAO. The centre concerned will,
whenever requested
by FAO, make material
in the base collection
available
to participants
in the Undertaking,
plant breeding or genetic resource
conservation,
free
for purposes of scientific
research,
agreed terms.
of charge, on the basis of mutual exchange or on mutually
to

Article

8 - Financial

Security

8.1 Adhering Governments, and financing
agencies,
will,
individually
and collectively,
.
consider
adopting measures that would place activities
relevant
to the objective
of this
consideration
for the need of developUndertaking
on a firmer financial
basis, with special
ing countries
to strengthen
their capabilities
in genetic resource activities,
plant breeding and seed multiplication.
8.2 Adhering Governments, and financing
agencies,
will,
in particular,
bility
of establishing
mechanisms which would guarantee the availability
could be immediately
mobilized
to meet situations
of the kind referred

explore the possiof funds that
to in Article
7.1(f),

8.3 Adhering Governments and institutions,
and financing
agencies,
will
give special
conneeded to
sideration
to requests from FAO for extra-budgetary
funds, equipment or services
meet situations
of the kind referred
to in Article
7.1(f).
8.4 The funding of the establishment
and operation
of the international
network,
insofar
as it imposes additional
costs on FAO, in the main will be funded from extra-budgetary
resources.
Article
9.1 FAO will
exploration,
resources.

9 - Monitoring

of Activities

and Related

Action

by FAO

keep under continuous
review the international
situation
concerning
the
collection,
conservation,
documentation,
exchange and use of plant genetic

9.2 FAO will,
in particular,
establish
an intergovernmental
body to monitor the operation
of the arrrangements
referred
to in Article
7, and to take or recommend measures that are
necessary or desirable
in order to ensure the comprehensiveness
of the global system and
the efficiency
of its operations
in line with the Undertaking.
9.3 In the performance of its responsibilities
outlined
in Part II of this Undertaking,
to FAO their
FAO will
act in consultation
with those Governments that have indicated
intention
to support the arrangements
referred
to in Article
7.
III.
Article

OTHER PROVISIOKS
10 - Phytosanitary

Measures

is without
prejudice
to any measures taken by Governments - in line
10. This Undertaking
with the provisions
of the International
Plant Protection
Convention,
adopted in Rome on
the entry of plant genetic resources with the aim of pre6 December 1951 - to regulate
venting
the introduction
or spread of plant pests.
Article
11. At
General
ciples
General
achieve

11 - Information

on the Implementation

of this

Undertaking

the time of adhering,
Governments and institutions
will
advise the Directorof FAO of the extent to which they are in a position
to give effect
to the printhey will
provide
the Directorcontained
in the Undertaking.
At yearly
intervals,
of FAO with information
on the measures that they have taken or propose to take to
the objective
of this Undertaking.

1Excr;lcL

irom

the

l<~!)urC oi the 22nd Session
uf LIIC FAO Cunierence]
1983)
(R olnc ) S-23 November

Resolution

9/63

ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMMISSION ON PL4NT GENETIC RESOURCESi/
THE CONFERENCE,
Having adopted Resolution
8/83 "International
which includes
the text of the International
(hereinafter
referred
to as "the Undertaking")

Undertaking
on Plant Genetic Resources"
Undertaking
on Plant Genetic Resources
as an Annex to that Resolution,
and

Having noted that Article
9.2 of "theundertaking"
states that FAO will establish
an intergovernmental
body to monitor the operation
of the arrangements
referred
to in Article
7 of
"the Undertaking"
and take or recommend measures that are necessary or desirable
to ensure
the comprehensiveness
of the global system and the efficieAlcy
of its operations
in line
with "the Unde,rtaking.".
Requests the Council
to establish
at its next session a Commission on Plant Genetic Resources in accordance with Article
VI, paragraph 1, of the Constitution,
open to all
Members, which would meet at the same time as the.regular
Member Nations and Associate
The Terms of Reference of the Commission shall
sessions of the Committee on Agriculture.
be as follows:
(a)
to monitor
Undertaking",

the operation

of the arrangements

referred

(b)
to recommend measures that are necessary or desirable
hensiveness
of the global system and the efficiency
of its
and in particular,
Undertaking",

to in Article
in order
operation

7 of

"the

to ensure the comprein line with "the

(c)
to review all matters relating
to :he policy,
programmes and activities
of FAO in the
field
of plant genetic
resources,
and to give advice to the Committee on Agriculture
or,
to the Committee on Forestry.
where appropriate,
(Adopted

L/

23 Kovember 1983)

The delegations
of Canada. France, Germany (Federal Republic
Svitzcrland.
Unired i:inEdom and the Gni:c:d States of Amerit::
vith respect LO :!:i5 p.t?solttt ior:.

of). Japan. Xccherlnnds.
reserved t?;cir positions
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At its Twenty-first
1.
ing Kesolution:

Session,

c u’l/?5

INTRODUCTION

in November 1981. the FAO Conference
Resolution

adopted

the

follow-

6181

PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES
THE CONFERENCE,
Recognizing
that
ment of cultivated
Recalling
that
recommendation
1946,

plant genetic resources are indispensable
for the genetic Fmproveplants,
and that they are in danger of erosion and loss,

work on plant genetic resources was begun in FAO aa the result
of a
made by the First
Session of the Advisory Committee on Agriculture
in

Recalling
further
that in 1974 with the support of the Consultative
Group on International
Agricultural
Research, the International
Board for Plant Genetic Resources
(IBPGR) was set up for which FAO provides the Secretariat,
FAO/ISPGR programme is promoting the international
collaboration
Noting that a joint
of national,
regional
and international
plant genetic centres in which plant genetic
evaluated,
exchanged and distributed,
resources arecollected,malntained,
Considering
that there 18 ho international
maintenance and free exchange of thegenetic
tained in existing
gemplasm banks,
Convinced

of the need for

agreement

resources

ensuring the conservatian,
of agricultural
interest
con-

for

such an agreement,

Recalling
the proposal made by some members during the Seventy-ninth
Session of the
Council In June 1981 that consideration
be given to the establishment
of an international
bank of plant genetic
resources under the auspices of FAO to ensure the
free exchange of plant genetic resources between countries,
to examine and prepare the element8 of a draft in1. Requests the Director-General
ternational
convention,
including
legal provisions
designed to ensure that global
plant genetic resources of agricultural
interest
will be conserved and used for the
without
restrictive’
benefit
of all human beings, of this and future generations,
practice8
that limit
their availability
or exchange, whatever the source of such
practices.
2. Request8 the Director-General
to prepare a study on the establishment
of an international
bank of plant genetic resource8 of agricultural
interest
under the auspices of FAO, taking into account
the prOVt8iOUS
of the proposed international
conregional
and international
efforts
in this
vention a8 well a8 ongoing national,
field
in particular
those of the IBPGR.
to present proposals based on the studies mentioned
3. Requests the Director-General
to the Cornnittee on Agriculture
for cmsideration
at its Seventh Session in 1983,
which ahall report thereon to the Council with a V&W to consideration
by the Twantysecond Session of the FAO Conference.
1

-

’

the Director-General
submitted
to the CommIttee
2.
In accordance with the Resolution,
on Agriculture,
in March 1983, a Proposal for the establishment
of an international
gene
bank and the preparation
of a draft International
convention
for plant genetic resources.
Thi8 Propoeal vas contained
in document COAC/83/10, which has, for convenience,
been
reissued
as. document C 83/LXM/2.

on the Proposal.
It
The Committee on Agriculture
was not able to reach a consensus
3.
made certain
suggestions
Concerning a further
study of aspects of the Proposal, with a
view to enabling governments to reach a consensus on the matter,
and concluded chat the
Director-General
should be assisted by a working party of Member Nations to help him prepare his report to the Council SO that the latter
could elaborate
the’ proposals to be
submitted to the Twenty-second
Session of the Conference.
The relevant
part
of the
Comittee’s
Report is set out In paragraphs 219 to 238 of document CL 83/Y.

The Report was considered
by the Council at its Eighty-third
Session in June 1983,
4.
shortly
after the first
meeting of the Working Party, which the Director-General
had established
in accordance with the recommendation of COAG. The Council welcomed the establishment
of the Working Party and made various suggestions
for the preparation
of the
Director-General’s
Report (see document CL 83/REP, paras.
to 109).
The Working Party met in June 1983 and again in July.
5.
It consisted
of Representatives
of Australia,
Cameroon, Cyprus, El Salvador,
India, Kenya, Libya, Malaysia,
Mexico, Spain,
Sued en, the United Kingdom and the United States of America.
As a result of the general
discussion
of the Working Party at its first
meeting, the Director-General
prepared a
draft outline
of the present Report, as well as draft provisions
of an international
agreement on plant genetic resources.
At the second meeting of the Working Party, the main aspects of both drafts were the subject of detailed
suggestions
and comments.
Since some members
6.
had not been sufficiently
at the beginning of this
relating
to such points,
and gaps in the present
repeated to the members
tions were subsequently
institutions.

of the Committee on Agriculture
had considered,that
various points
covered in the Director-General’s
Proposakrthe
Director-General.
year, had requested Member Nations to pr&%de him with information
as well as to difficulties
in obtaining
plant genetic resources
system for the conservation
of such resources.
This request was
of the Council
and of the Working Party.
Information
and suggesreceived from seven Member Nations and a number of international
,_: ! .;
.

of t
The present Report takes account as far as possible
nge of differing
7.
Session!o<~the
Conference, but
suggestions
that have been made since the Twenty-first
represents
the Director-General’
sole responsibility.
s judgement and is submitted &his
The following
Sections of this Report start
(Section
11) by setting
out the context
8.
-of Resolution
6/81 and seeking to identify
the basic principles
and concerns underlying
Section II then develop8 those principles
into a proposed international
system reit.
lating
to plant genetic resources.
Section XII and Appendix A suggest a text for an inSection IV
ternational
agreement that would form the legal basis of the system proposed.
and technical
and a legal and institutional
point of view,
examines, both from a scientific
the present international
arrangements relating
to plant genetic resource activities.
The
main purpose is to ascertain
how far the present arrangements
correspond to the principles
Section V discusses the various measures that could be taken, in
developed in Section II.
to satisfy-the
principles
and concerns underlying
the light
of the present arrangements,
Finally,
Section VI sets out proposals
for specific
measures on which,
Resolution
6/81.
a consensus of governments could be reached.
in the Director-General’s
opinion,
II.

PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES RELEVANT TO PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES
Basic Considerations

The first
paragraph of the Preamble to Resolution
6/81 recognizes
the importance of
9.
They arc inplant genetic resources and refers to the danger of their erosion and loss.
dispensable
to plant breeding,
on which the development of agriculture
depends.
The
danger to the irreplaceable
diversity
of plant genetic resources is essentially
presented
by wdecn
agro-technology,
urbanization
and changes in land use.
and inadequate measures
10. Restrictions
on the availability
of plant genetic resources,
vould not merely prejudice
further
progress
to protect
the diversity
of those .resources,
it could also render plant breeding incapable of responding
to serious
in plant breeding;
threats
to the production
of food or other agricultural
goods.

L
-
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Tht? nature
--

and s_igni
----ficance

of p&nt-

-tic

---

ren&rces

kingdom
as developed thtcugh evolution
on ccrtl:,
on vhich hmar, Life
11. The whole plant
to represent
plant genetic. resources in the widest sense.
depends, can be considered
However, man has used only a fraction
of all the plant
species, with an increasing
concentration
on a reduced number of particularly
promising species that vere suitable
for
domestication
and cultivation.
Today, the main food supply of mankind is determined by
only twenty crop species,
and only eight forest species provide most of the world's
wood
A much larger variety
of plant species are used, in addition,
for food,‘such
and timber.
fruit
and animal feed, and for other purposes, such as spices, beveras oil, vegetables,
ages, pharmaceuticals
and ornamentals and for varicus industrial
processes.
Many plants
known to earlier
generations
have been lost
or are no longer used, and a large part of
the plant kingdom is in need of exploration
(on the basis of earlier
knowledge, where it
exists)
with a vfew to discovering
possible
future uses.
The protection
of important
natural
habitats
of the world's
flora is a precondition
to such exploration
if mankind
is not to be deprived ou one of the most precious resources that it depends on. A decision adopted in May 1983 by the Governing Council of the United Nations Environment Programrne refers to this in situ conservation
of genetic resources.

have developed - in a large number of cases,
12. The plant species that are now cultivated
since prehistoric
times - as a result
of selection
by man to take advantage of specific
useful characteristics,
and also by reason of the environment
in which they have been
cultivated.
They originated
either
from a single wild species or from natural
crosses of
the discovery
of which forms part of the scientific
advances in crop plant
the species,
evolution.
Plant breeding,
and particularly
its use of the rapid scientific
progress in
genetics,
has considerably
accelerated
the process of evolution
of crop plants in modern
increasing
their
adaptation
to various human needs in yield,
harvest
times, constantly
index and quality.
that the development of crop varieties
13. Plant breeders in modem times soon recognized
with specific
characteristics,
particularly
high yields,
called for uniformity
in each
variety,
and that this tended to narrow the genetic base of cultivated
crops.
They became
increasingly
aware of the importance of the wide genetic variability
existing
in the
material
of land races and even in the ancestors of crop plants.
They thus realized
the
need for systematic
measures to explore , collect
and preserve such material,
which is of
interest
particularly
as a source of gene combinations
resulting
in adaptability
to adverse environmental
conditions,
valuable
quality
characteristics
or resistance
to pests
and diseases.
Systematic
efforts
in exploring
and collecting
the wide variety
of crop
plants dates as far back as the 1920s and 1930s;
this partly
explains
the concentration
today of some of the large collections
in certain
countries.
such as the inducement of mutations,
polyploidization
16. Since then, advances in genetics,
have opened up new avenues to an increase
in genetic
genetic engineering,
and, recently,
Nevertheless,
the variability
that has arrived
from the evolutionary
and
variability.
selective
process by natural
and human forces must still
be considered
as the prime source
therefore,
it is the central
object
for crop plant breeding at present and In the future;
after the United Nations Conference
of plant
genetic resource activities
today, especiaily
on the Human Environment held at Stockholm in 1972.
Micro-organisms
piants used for crop production
are in’ the
15. While genetic resources of the (higher)
foreground
of this Report, attention
should also be given, in parallel,
to the genetic
effects
or
resources of micro-organisms
associated
with crops, which may have beneficial
be a source of important
diseases.
In breeding progranznes relating
to leguminous plants,
the variability
of Rhyzobium-bacteria
needs to be considered
in conjunction
with the geneThe same applies to the screening
and evaluation
of
tic variability
of the host legume.
for which a whole range of identified
genetic varidisease resistance
of crop genotypes,
Parallel
efforts
should
ability
in the respective
disease organisms ehould ‘oe available.
collection,
documentation
and preservation
of
therefore
be envisaged for the exploration,
micro-organisms
of major importance to crop plants.

Use of plant

genetic

16. In isolation
is practically
such
genetics,
me strength of
determines the
Documentation

resources

from the concept of plant breeding,
the term “plant genetic resources”
meaningless.
In the absence of capability
in plant breeding and plant
resources can, at the most, only be of limited
use to any given country.
a plant breeding programme, in terms of its human and physical
assets,
level of importance that genetic resources can receive.

and evaluation

on the
17. The use of plant genetic resources in plant breeding depends, in addition,
information
available
concerning each sample, identifying
its nature,
its characteristics
and ideally
its genetic composition.
This task of evaluation,
and the related documentation work, are a formidable
undertaking
that remains to be performed for a large part of
the genetic resources that have now been collected,
let alone those that have still
to
be explored and collected.
Centres

of genetic

diversity

areas have been recognized as primary centres of genetic diversity
18. Tvelve geographlcal
for individual
crop plants.
These centres are situated
in five continents,
mainly in
developing
countries.
There are other areas that have been recognized as secondary centres
of genetic diversity
for various crops which have developed,
through natural
adaptation
and subsequent selection
vork, in environments different
from that in which they originated.
A list of the regions of diversity
of major crop plants and their wild relatives
is contained in Appendix 8 of document COAG/83/10.
Categories

of plant

genetic

resources

19. There are various kinds of plant genetic
new crop cultlvars.
The following
categories

(a)

resources of importance
have been recognized:

for

the breeding

-

of

Cultivated
varieties
(cultivars)
in current use. These are varieties
that are often
released under a particular
government scheme as varieties
of recognized value and
performance.
Successful
cultivars
are widely used in plant production
In a given
country or in several countries
having similar
cropping conditions.
Uniformity
of
characteristics
is a feature of this category.

(b) Obsolete

cultivars.
These are varieties
that were cultivated
in the past, but have
now been replaced by the cultivars
referred
to in (a).
Uniformity
is also, to a
certain
degree, a feature of this category.

tc1 Primitive

cultivars
or land races.
These are varieties
that have been used for
They were the product of selection
centuries
in traditional
agricultural
systems.
by man, but have not undergone modern Improvements by vay of plant breeding.
Variability
in characteristics
as observed in the field
is a feature of this category.

(d)

Theee
Wild species and weedy species closely
related to cultivated
varieties.
ancestors of cultivars
are species of crop plants that have not been cultivated,
but
possess characteristics
that might be usefully
transferred
to cultivated
varieties
This category also covers species of direct
economic value,
through plant breeding.
such as forest
trees.

(e> Wild species of potential
and whose importance
ploration.

(f)

value to man. These are species which are not cultivated
has not yet been asseseed, but may be Identified
through er-

genetfc stocks.
This is material
that has normally been developed by man and
is or has been used in ongoing breeding programmes.
It includes mutants,
“breeders’
Material
of this type
lines”
and lines with identified
genes or gene combinations.
is particularly
useful because of the Identification
of special
characteristics
or
even of genes.
Special

1
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of the resources of higher plant species are or may be
20. All of the above categories
useful,
depending on the particular
crop and the aims of the breeding programme conMoreover, as mentioned above, other genetic resources,
cerned.
particularly
those of
micro-organisma,
should also receive consideration,
in paral,lel
to those of crop plants.
The need to preserve

plant

genetic

resources

21. Plant genetic resources are in serious danger of being lost in a rapidly
developing
world.
Land races and primitive
cultivars
are condemned to replacement by higher yielding varieties
that
meet better
the pressing need for higher outputs from agriculture.
Weed control
measures in support of crop production
may eliminate
important
ancestors of
crop plants.
Forest clearings
opening up new lands for settlement
are endangering the
centres of genetic diversity
of important
tree crops or may destroy the habitat
of potentially
new crops.
Valuable breeding lines,
mutants or other genetic stocks resulting
from active plant breeding progranznes may be discarded because their maintenance is a
burden to plant breeding institutions
occupied by the development of n&w varieties.
22. The aim of future plant breeding must be to preserve the genetic variability,
inherited
from nature and from human endeavour, of plants actually
or potentially
useful
for mankind.
A clear idea of the magnitude of this task cannot be given, nor is it
possible
to assess, for any given species,
the number of samples that vould represent
the existing
genetic variability.
So far only estimates
could be made; the estimate for
rice is approximately
120 000 samples.
Cnly further
scientific
work in genetics and plant
exploration
will provide a clearer
picture
of the size and form of the gene pools for each
crop species which should be maintained
as basic genetic resources.

i

storage conditions
23. In the case of a large number of seed propagated crops, controlled
have been developed to maintain
full viability
of seeds vithout
genetic change for long
periods of time, thus enabling the preservation
of the genetic resources of those species.
For some other species,
long-term
seed preservation
is not possible,
and vegetatively
propagated crops can be preserved only as growing plants or, in more recent times, as
tissue culture
under controlled
conditions.
Hovever , as will be seen in paragraph 46
belov, both these methods of preservation
present difficulties.
For plant species requiring
vegetative
propagation
or having seeds which cannot be stored,
in situ preservation of genetic diversity
in their natural
habitats
is therefore
an important
parallel
task In plant genetic resource management.
Concluding

.r;

remarks

The above general considerations
provide the context of the statement,
in the Report
the Seventh Session of the Committee on Agriculture
(document CL 83/9, para. 2211, that
plant genetic resources are a heritage
of mankind and that they should be freely
exchanged
betveen countries
and their respective
Institutions
for scientific
purposes and use In
crop-breeding
progrannnes.
1
24.

of

plant breeding will
increasingly
depend on access to the full
range of
25. Successful
variability
in plant genetic resources existing
and developing
in all countries
of the
from the resources of plants in their natural
habitat
to those that have undergone
world;
and exchange of
or are undergoing changes and selections
by man. The full availability
plant genetic resources should therefore
be ensured and increasing
emphasis should be
given to exploring
and evaluating
them, to safeguarding
them against indiscriminate
losses
particularly
developing
countries,
in a position
to make full
and to placing all nations,
use of them through plant breeding for their agricultural
development.

Frinciples

underlying

Resolution

--6/81

26.

In Resolution
6/81, the Conference requested the Director-General
to “prepare
the
of a draft international
convention,
including
legal provisions
designed to ensure
that global plant genetic resources 05 agricultural
Interest
will be conserved and used for
the benefit
of all human beings, of this and future generations,
without restrictive
practices that limit
their availability
or exchange...“.
The Conference also requested the
Director-General
“to prepare a study on the establishment
of an international
bank of plan:
genetic resources
of agricultural
interest
under the auspices of FAO, taking into account...
regional
and international
efforts
in this field
in particular
those of
ongoing national,
the IBPCR”.
elements

underlying
the Conference’s
request,
particularly
ds seen in
27. The general principle
the light of the discussions
of COAC (see para. 3 above), is that plant genetic resources
are a common heritage
of mankind and should be freely available,
and that such availability
should be the object of a firm commitment by the international
community and Individual
governments .
the study
of free exchange of plant genetic resources,
28. In the context of the principle
in document COAG/83/10 noted (see paras. 22 to 32) certain
cases of restrictions
of a legal
nature.
Such restrictions
did not appear significantly
to affect
the availability
of resources, particularly
those of food crops.
In response to a request by FAO to governments
for details
of specific
cases in which a government or institution
has been unable to obtain material
on account of restrictive
practices
relating\
to exchange, informatlon
was
received from one government.
The latter
referred
to difficulties
in obtaining,
for research purposes, samples of modern varieties
covered by plant breeders’
legislation
in
species, but also field crop cultivars,.
other countries,
particularly
those of horticultural
during the follow-up
to Resolution
b/81, a number oE governments
29. In the dlscussions
stated that they would not be able to commit themselves to providing
material
In violation
of their national
legislation
on plant breeders’
rights.
This legislation
confers on a
breeder exclusive
rights
limited
in time and related
to the comercfalizatlon
of cultfvars
originating
from his breeding programmes and meeting specific
conditions.
The legislation
does not restrict
the exchange and use of samples of a cultivar
for which legal protection
has been granted,
if they are to be used as a genetic source in other breeding prograuanes,
even in the countries
of protection
(the tights
conferred
do not In any event extend to
other countries).
Such samples can, In addition,
be purchased on the market.

,w

30. The problem of availability
may be greater with respect to material
that is not In
itself
eligible
for legal protection,
but from which one or more plant
varieties
that are
eligible
could be developed with comparative
ease:
for example, advanced breeders’
lines
produced In active breeding programmes or the inbred parent lines used in hybrid breeding.
Hacerlal
of this kind may considerably
facilitate
the breeding work in developing
countries
slmllar
to those of the country where the material
was
with agro-ecological
conditions
developed, particularly
as the former countries
do not generally
have sufficient
technology and facilities
to breed the material
from its original
parent lines.
However,
enterprises
run for commercial purposes may be reluctant
to release the material,
which
they may have developed and tested at considerable
cost, for fear that it would reach the
hands of competitors.
31. It should be noted,
however, that advanced breeding lines are often exchanged among
breeders,
and are made available
in cooperative
breeding programmes, particularly
those
of the International
agricultural
research cantrea (IARCs) and the countries
wishing to .
join
the programme concerned.
The exchange covers both the material
developed by the
IARCs and that developed by the participating
countries.
However, outside the context of
programmes of this kind, it may be difficult
to obtain general acceptance of the principle,
of free availability
of advanced breeding material.
on the availability
of plant
genetic resources are more
32. Whether or not restrictiona
widespread than has so far become apparent,
the fact remains that there has been no general
commitment on the part of government8 or relevant
institutions
to apply the principle
of
free exchange and to ensure that thie principle
is adequately
reflected
In basic legal
texts.

-
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the Conference in Resolution
6/81 noted both the ongoing activities
with
genetic resources,
and the absence of any international
commitment in
It requested studies on the elements of a convention
and on the establishthis contCXtm
ment of a bank for such resources,
considering
“that there is no international
agreement
for ensuring the conservation,
maintenance and free exchange of the genetic
resources
of
agricultural
interest
contained
in existing
germplasm banks”.
Similarly,

33.

respect

to

plant

with respect to the international
bank for plant genetic
resources,
the Committee
on
itriculture
(para. 231 of document CL 83/9) suggested that the bank “should be considered
entity;
as an international
concept and not a single physical
it could be formed of a
network
of storage
facilities."
COAG also considered
(para. 227) that account
should be
taken of ongoing
ZICtiVitfeS.
In addition,
emphasis vas placed (para. 233) on the predominant need to strengthen
the national
capabilities
of developing
countries
in plant
plant breeding and seed multiplication.
genetic resources.
OE the Committee on Agriculture,
the remaining para35. In the light of the discussions
graphs of this Section outline
a‘n international
system which would reflect
the principles
and meet the requirements
underlying
the Conference’s
Resolution.
They essentially
indicate the specific
activities
that should be carried out, the way in which those activities
could be coordinated
and the commitments that would be necessary to guarantee the effective operation
of the system.

Activities
Prioritv
--

for exploration

relating

to Plant

Genetic

Resources

and collection

and making available
all valu36. In the face of the magnitude of the task of exploring
the approach can only be progresable or potentially
valuable
plant genetic resources,
scientific
collaboration
in many disciplines.
An lntersive, and depends on worldvide
national
system relating
to those resources has therefore
to be based on priorities
by
plant species and geographical
areas taking into account the achievements,made
so far.
The IgPCR, in collaboration
with FAO, has developed such priorities
for international
which will need to be updated in the course of future developments.
The need
action,
geographical
areas
for major food crops. the threat to genetic resources in particular
,ynd the size of the genetic base of present plant breeding are among the important
criteria
used.
of scientific
knowledge has to be mobilized,
on a crop-by-crop
37. The world expertise
basis supported by cytogenetics,
phytogeography
and taxonomy, to orient
and update priorFurther eco-geographical
surveys
ities
for plant genetic exploration
and collection.
will be needed in SOIN laejor centres of crop diversity
so that more activities
can be
Scientifically
established
priorities
should be subject
to periodical
interplanned.
Rovernmental review
to ensure government
acceptance and commftment.
The conservation
--

Of

plant

38. There are basically
ing them in their natural
tion of the plants without
conservation
of plants or
or organs) outside
their

genetic

resources

two ways of conserving
plant genetic resources:
one is by leavThis allows a natural
evoluhabitat
(in situ
conservation).
any intervention
from man. The other way is by the (ex situ)
parts of plants
(for example, seeds. seedlings,
trees,
tissues
natural habitat.

Fur -in situ
conservation.
the establishment
of nature reserves .is of utmost importance
3‘1 .
l;‘ithin an international
system
the development of such reserves in relation
to plant genetic resources should he pursued in close collaboration
vlth UNEF!and the International
tInion
for the Conservation
of .Nature (IUCN).

40.
holding

conservation
takes the form of living
collections
of plants,
or gene banks
tissue cultures
of vegetatively.reproduced
plantsorseed
of many categories
of
reproduced plants.
A gene bank, depending on its purpose. comprises “base colcollections”,
or preferably
both.
or “active

Ex situ
---

sexually
lections”

, : ” ‘1 ,./ ’ ‘,

Base collcccions
hold samples of I~lnnt genetic resources for long-term stcrngc.
In
the case of seed, the samples must be kept at a temperature
of approximately
?~~“~ helow
zero in air-tight
containers
that
are normally only opened when tests of the continued
viability
of the seed are necessary (at an average of about ten-yearly
intervals,
depending upon the type of plant).
A reliable
continuous
supply of electricity
is an essential
requirement
for guaranteeing
the quality
of the samples.
41.

propagated.
42. Many food crops can.only be vegetatively
They include root and tuber
tare. yamand cocoyam, and also the herbaccous
crops, such as cassava. potato,, sweet potato,
and uoody perennials
such as banana, cocoa, date palm and breadfruit.
They are often important sources of food and are widely grown in developing
countries.
The techniques
for
conserving
such material,
for example through tissue cultures
and low temperature
storage,
are relatively
new and are demanding in resources
(especially
skilled
labour).
International
action should concentrate
primarily
on base collections:
43.
In those colthe treasure of genetic variability
of many crop plants should be maintained
for
lections,
the.future
in cases where in situ conservation
is not possible.
The deterioration
or
destruction
of base collections
would mean the extinction
of invaluable
genetic resources,
which could never be recovered in many cases.
Moreover, for both seed and vegetatively
propagated plants,
international
recognition
of base collections
'should be restricted
to
those containing
the most comprehensive collections
of one or several crops, and are thus
capable of replacing
any material
that is lost or is no longer maintained
in active collections.
The maintenance

of plant

genetic

resources

44. The maintenance of plant genetic resources requires
careful
handling
to avoid losses
in viability,
genetic shifts
or changes, reduction
of a given sample below a minimum site
and contamination
or even loss through pests and diseases.
In the case of seed conservathe minimization
of seed moisture is a prerequisite
to maintaining
viability.
tion,
Another requirement
is constant storage conditions.
45. A
This is
ing, or
quests

v

particularly
demanding task for base collections
is the rejuvenation
of the samples.
determined by their physiological
characteristics,
by the need for periodic
checkby the reduction
of the samples to the minimum amount needed, as a result
of refor the material
where it cannot readily
be obtained elsewhere.

Material
46. The maintenance of vegetatively
propagated material
Is even more demanding.
which has to be grown in the field
is subject to the vagaries of weather conditions
and,
to infection
or infestation.
There are many ways of minimizing
these
even more important,
Tissue culture
propagation
and maintenance,
risks,
but there is always a danger of failure.
reduces the risks as there is the possibility
of cleaning
infected
plants
where possible,
However, the mainor even putting
their storage under completely
controlled
conditions.
tenance of base collections
in the form of tissue culture
requires
vell-designed
special
laboratories
and well-developed
logistics.
For medium-term storage,
shoots might need to
For long-term
storage,
cryoprebe transferred
to fresh culture
media only once a year.
This method has so far been developed only for a few plant species.
servation
is necessary.
which will
Cryopreservation
can be applied for the long-tern
storage of cell cultures,
become of increasing
importance
to genetic resources with the progress made in genetic
engineering.
The documentation

and evaluation

of plant

genetic

.*
,’
:,

2~

-

resources

47. An essential
component of conservation
activities
-(without which efforts
would be
almost purposeless)
is the preparation
and dissemination
of information
enabling
the reFor all plant genetic resources,
information
trieval
of material
kept in a collection.
starts
with the observations
made at the point of collection
and the taxonomic identifiBut only the further
evaluation
of the material
for cytogenetic,
cation of the material.
for resistance
to particular
diseases and for
agronomic and breeding characteristics,
quality
characteristics
will provide the information
which Is of essential
interest
to
Ideally
a genetic "passport"
is established,
containing
information
on
plant breeders.
particular
genes and gene combinations.

'-

and assembly of such information
is the most extensive
task in all
48. The preparation
genetic resource activities
and has begun only in a limited
way. It can be done only
through the well-organized
collaboration
between gene banks and a number of specialized
institutions
and groups of scientists,
often going well beyond national
boundaries.
49; The systematic
tems of “descriptors”

collection
in order

of such information
requires
internationally
agreed
to facilitate
information
exchange and retrieval.

sys-

should be the focal point for the systematic
collection
of
50. Each base collection
information
on the plant genetic resources for which it is responsible,
and for the
received from various sources, that
constant updating and accumulation
of Information,
results
from the evaluation
of material,
where this takes place.
Security

precautions

of plant genetic resources into gene banks presents a risk of plant
51. The introduction
This is especially
true where, in the various exploration
missions,
pests and diseases.
and also where material
is
material
is collected
from the field
and taken for storage,
Stringent
quarantine
rules (including
transferred
from one ecological
zone to another.
the periodic
checking of material
in storage) must therefore
be followed
to prevent conA sufficiently
tamination
and the creation
of a breeding ground for diseases and pests.
equipped seed pathology laboratory
for the inspection
and treatment
of plant material
is
a minimum requirement
for a gene bank, in addition
to its active cooperation
with the
plant quarantine
authorities
of the country of its location.
loss of material
through natural
52. Account must also be taken of the possible
The material
in base collections
should therefore
be duplicated
made disasters.
criplicaced
in base collections
located elsewhere.
possible,
3-e use of plant

genetic

or manor, if

resources

The maintenance of gene banks responding
to the requirements
set out above will
enHowever,
sure that plant genetic resources are preserved and are available
for use.
unless a country has well-qualified
plant breeders,
the great potential
of the material
conserved vi11 be wasted.
It is therefore
vital
that national
capabilities
in plant
breeding be developed hand in hand with othe r activities
relating
to plant
genetic
resources,
so as to ensure that a.councry may derive the maximum benefit
from the resources available
on its territory
and elsewhere.
53.

International
-.
T_he conservation

Network of Base Collections

of --material-.

component
of a global
system
for the collection,
preservation
and exchange
54. A central
of plant generic resources would be an internationally
coordinated
network of base collections.
Each collection
should be responsible
for the maintenance of particular
crops,
account being taken of the need for some duplicarion
(see para. 52 above).
The activities
of the network should be carried
out in accordance vith internationally
agreed scientific
The network should
evolve in line with priorities
accepted at
and technical
standards.
the international
level.
The priorities
relating
to major food crops should be considered
first.
Each base collection
should be linked with an active
Fur the exchange of material
and organize
the rejuvenation
milterial
for uhich the base collection
is responsible.
55.

‘IYIP
.__- c.oordinacion

and distribution
-.--

collection,
(see para.

which would arrange
45 above) of the

of information

56. & the exchange and ucilizacion
of plant genetic resources depends to a large extent
on tl]L’ rrvzrilability
of information
concerning
their characteristics
(see para. 47 above),
tliis iniormacion
should be collected
and distributed
by each base collection
in the nett.urk.
The base culltccions
should aiso be the focal point for the accumulation
and disxcmin;lt ion of information
generaced
in the ev.tlu;ltion
of thr resources.
The information

available
to the base collections
at the international
level.

should

be linked

to a global

information

system oper3tcd

and information
systems on plant genetic resources estah57. Other sources of information
Iished at the national
or international
level,
outside the amhit of the base collections,
should be interlinked
with the global system, where feasible.
Legal

and institutional

requirements

of the network - the designation
58. The various activities
of its components, the operations of the latter
and agreement on international
standards and priorities
- would need to
be carried
out within
a firm legal and institutional
framework.
place, a State or Institution
which agrees to participate
in the inter59. In the first
national
network should enter Into binding commitments.
Such a legal guarantee is necessary since the base collection
operated by the State or institution
would be a component
community
would rely for the fulfillment
of the
of a structure
on which the international
present and future needs with respect to plant genetic resources.
should agree to maintain
the base collection,
in accordance
60. The State or institution
with internationally
agreed standards.
It should also agree that, while the base collection would continue to serve the purposes for which it was established.
its activities
would also be oriented
to the fulfillment
of the needs of the international
community,
including
the supply of samples for the purpose of plant breeding or scientific
research.
the base collecthe State or institution
should guarantee that it wfll maintain
Finally,
tion on a permanent basis, providing
the necessary funds and facilities
or. if at any time
it finds it is unable to do so, that it will give the international
community sufficient
notice to enable the material
in the base collection
to be transferred
elsewhere.
61. The preservation
depend upon a constant
in this respect if the
manence of the network

of plant genetic resources,
for the present and the future.
would
source of funding.
There should be a mechanism for a guarantee
international
community is to have any security
concerning
the perand the material
kept in it.

v

network would also require procedures
for coordinating
the activities
62. The international
of the various components, for establishing
the standards and priorities
and for reaching
agreement on the specific
crops that vould be covered by each base collection.
Procedures
would be needed to enable the operations
of the network to be monitored and for recommendaThere should also be an international
forum in which
tions to be made to its components.
the coordination
of the system and its progress,
including
problems encountered,
could be
discussed.

+
.i
L

j?

principle
of the network would be that the material
in the base collec63. A fundamental
should be made freely
available
for use
tions,
if it Is not readily
obtainable
elsewhere,
in plant breeding or scientific
or technical
research.
Ideally,
such material
should be
at the disposal
of the international
community.
held, by the State or institution
concerned,
This would give full
application
to the principle
that plant genetic resources are the
common heritage
of mankind.
International
----

_

Cooperation

system covering
the various activities
outlined
above, based on the
64. An International
and having as a central
comprinciple
of the full
availability
of plant genetic
resources,
would
require
the interacting
cooperation
of the
ponent a network of base collections,
the emphasis of lnterIn addition,
scientific
community and the community of nations.
national
cooperation
should be on ensuring that all nations are in a position
to exploit
the benefits
of plant genetic resources.
Scientific

cooperation

above a comprehensive
system for plant genetic resource activities
would
65. As indicated
conservation
and maintenance,
exploration
and collection,
need to evolve on many fronts:
the full utilization
of
evaluation
and documentation,
security
precautions
and, finally,

-
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As many of the activities
in plant breeding programnes.
success depends upon the vork and guidance of scientists

the resources
nature, their
institutions.

are of a scientific
and scientific

be placed on the scientific
cowunity,
at the national
and
66. Reliance must therefore
to recommend priorities
and organize exploration
and collection
international
levele,
including
those for documentato develop scientific
and technical
standards,
mieelons,
tion, and to provide the necessary advice concerning
the designation
of the componenta of
the network of base collections,
and on the ectivities
and development of the network.
There should be strong linka betveen the base collections
and the scientific
networks
of plant genetic resources,
so that in time the required inforengeged In the evaluation
mation to characterize
the resources in base collections
will be available
for utilization
by plant breeders.
Intergovernmental

cooperarion

system for the collection,
conservation,
67. As has been seen above, an international
maintenance and free availability
of plant genetic resources
vould cover a whole range of
If any government is to adopt s policy under
activities,
demanding substantial
inputa.
which it will use the financial
and other
resources available
to take part In such 8 syscommunity as a whole, it vould be realistic
for
of the international
tern,, in the interest
it to require a guarantee that other governments and prepared to assume the 381% responsiA similar
guarantee might be required in return for the free availability
of
bilities.
the plant genetic resources under a government's jurisdiction
or control.
68. A country vith scarce financial
resources assuming responsibilities
vith respect to
plant genetic resources,
for the benefit
of the international
community, would also expect
some guarantee of support from that community in funds, technology and equipment.
69.
The basis of
8 legal instrument
participate
in, or
carried out at the

international
cooperation
shouid therefore
be a commitment, reflected
or instruments,
by each State or relevant
international
institution
support,
the international
network, and the various other activities
international
level, within the limits
of its capabilities.

in
to

70. At the sarw time, this commitment should be matched by the involvement of governments
in the general operation
of the network and the coordination
of the other activities.
It
should be noted that international
cooperation
would, to a large extent, particularly
in
the case of developing countries,
depend upon acti\ittes
carried out by governments
and on
the financial
and other resources that they are prepared to make available
for that purpose.
in an international
sysGovernments should be placed in the position
of full participants
tem for the exploration,
preservation
and exchange of plant genetic resources.
71. There should therefore
be an intergovernmental
form through which governments could
collectively
exercise their responsibilities
vith respect to plant genetic resources,
inthe final approval of the stancluding the review of scientific
and technical
progress,
dards and priorities
developed on scientific
and technical
considerations,
and the mobiliz8tion of fbX8nCi8i
and other support for plant genetic resource
activities.
Strengthening

of national

capabilities

concerning

plant

genetic

resources

72. A3 has been seen, most of the land race3 and vild relatives
of cultivated
crop specie3
These
are found in the less developed countries
vhere agricultural
progress has been slow.
countries
should, if they receive the necessary assistance,
play an important role in the
international
netvork outlined
above. They are, moreover, generally
countries
that are in
serious need of expertise
and equipment in order to enable thezn to exploit
the broad range
of genetic variations
that exist on their territory
and those that are available
el3edere.
73. Intergovernmental
cooperation
and support from intergovernmental
organizations
and
financing
agencies should ensure increased assistance
KO developing
countries,
to strengthen
Jr establish
their plant breeding and seed production
capabilities,
their expertise
in exploration
and evaluation
vork, vith the related training,
and the establishment
of gene
banks for their plant breeding programaes, in the first
instance,
and for their parcicipatlm in the network of base collections.
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III.
wose

DRcZFTIMEILYATIONAL ACP.EE!Gh’l

of the Agreement

74.
The agreement would essentially
be the legal basis of the international
system, outlined in paragraphs 54 to 73 of the preceding Section.
It would develop the general principle that plant genetic resources are the heritage of mankind and that they should be
preserved and made available
without restriction,
into a set of more specific
principles
covering the commitments and role of governments and relevant
institutions
with respect
to plant genetic resources.
75.
It should be noted that there are already multilateral
and bilateral
agreements that
are relevant
to plant genetic resources.
paany of them have been concluded under the auspices of the United Eiations, or organizations
in the UN system, in particular
ir?JEPand
Unesco. In this connection,
mention might be made of the Convention on International
Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, 1973, the African Convention on the Canservatiun of Nature and Natural Resources, 1968, the Convention on the Conservation of Nature
in the South Paclflc,
1976. the Treaty for Amazonian C-o-operation,
1978, and - with respect
to plant genetic resources in marine areas - the recent Protocol concerning Mediterranean
Specially
Protected Areas. 1982, to the Convention for the Protection
of the Hedlterranean
Sea against Pollution.
76.
However,
the scope of these agreements is essentialk/
restricted
to the aspect of
preservation
as far as plant genetic resources are concerned.
The draft agreement proposed
in this Report would cover all aspects, and its emphasis would be on the essential
objective of plant genetic resources,
namely plant breeding.

Form of the Aereemert

,t

At its Seventh Session, the Committee on Agriculture
77.
agreed (para. 227 of its Report document CL 83/9) that "in the spirit
of Conference Resolution
6/81 further
discussions
on
the questlon of a proposed convention must relate to the drafting
of eleaents vhlch would
meet and respect the concerns of the majority
of governments both members and non-members
The consensus of the discussions
of FAO, so that the convention would be truly universal".
was that further
study should be given to a convention or other form of international
agreement.
Lc
78.

In considering
the form of the instrument
that would embody the principles
in the
account has been tnked of the need for the wide acceptability
and rapld entry
that would establish
into effect of the principles
and. at the same time, for an instrument
specific
comnifDenta.
The basic alternatives
in this respect are outlined
below.

agreement,

In the first
place,
the principles
could be incorporated,
in an international
conven79.
if3 that,
tion or agreement in the strict
sense. The eseentLa1 advantage of this solution
the inatnnent
uould be legally
binding on the States that had
after.ita
entry into force,
accepted it.
One of the main disadvantages
1s the tine that would be needed to bring
the
The first
step would be the
instrument
into
force for a significant
number of States.
adoption of the instrument:
this could take the form of approval of the text by the PAD
Conference, if the instrument was to be adopted vlthlo
the framework of FAO In accordance
or the instrument could be adopted by a PleniPotenwith Article
XIV of the Camtitutlon;
titer
adoption,
the instrument
tlarp conference consisting
of interested
govennzeats.
ThiS
would be transmitted
to States for their consideration
with a viev to acceptance.
acceptance non~lly
takes
the form of rntlfieatlon
(by governmenta that have signed the
lnetrwzent)
of accession.
The proceaa
of acceptance
uay’take
a long time especially
as1
The conIn many countries,
the approval of the national
Parliaments
would be required.
vention or agteezmnt vould not enter into force until
the number of States specified
ln
its provlaions
had deposited instruments
of ratification
or accession,
and it would not
be binding on any State which did not deposit such an lnstnnnent.
80.
hother
factor to be considered 1s that the convention or agreement would lay down
This could be a disadvantage
if the instrument
1s to
bindlng obligationa
for the parties.
States MY have difficulties
in joining
in a
achieve the widest possible acceptability.
consenaua on the text of a legally
binding instrument
and in commlttlng
themselves to

vould be an instrument on the lines ot chc lncernarional
UnderAnother alternative
81.
taking on Gorid Food Security.
Such an inadopted by the FAO governing bodies in 19iG.
strument would have a strong moral force, rather than a legally
binding character.
Lc
could be adopted in a resolution
of the PA0 Conference, which could invice governments
to notify
FAO of their agreement with its provisions.
Apart from the fact chat the procedurea Involved would be considerably
quicker,
this solution
has, to a lesser degree,
the advantages and disadvantages
of a convention or agreement.
those
States, especially
which had notified
their agreement to the Undertaking,
would be making commitments similar
co those of a convention.
rhe main difference
being rhat they vould not be bound by chose
cotmnitments as a matter of law.
82.
Finally,
the principlea
could be incorporated
in a mre general instrument,
such as
The Code of
a Code of Conduct, vhfch again could form part of a Conference resolution.
Conduct would reflect
an international
consensus on the principles.
Moreover, governments
could be invited
in the Code to reporC to F.40 on the measures that they have taken or intend CO cake to give effect
CO its provisions.
83.
The altarnative
of’a draft Iaternational
Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resourcea
it could be adhered
Unlike a convention,
would appear CO be the most appropriate
solurlon.
Lt vould represent
to by relevant
international
institutions,
in addition
to governments.
a strong formal commitment (rather than a set of agreed principles
in a Code of Conduct),
vithout
having
the legally
binding character
of a convention,
which could be an obstacle
fo acceptance and vould certainly
entail a delay in Its entry Into effect for a significant
number of governments.
Concent
-

'+

of the Agreement

84.
The text of a draft resolution
containing
an International
Undertaking,
which would
be open to adherence by governments, as vell as by autonomous International
Lnsticucion8
The draft
engaged in plant genetic resource activities,
is set out in Appendix A hereto.
Undertaking begins vich a general part (Part I), defining
che‘coverage of the Undertaking
and setting
out the responsibilities
of governments and insritutions,
essentially
at the
national
level, vith respect co the various plant genetic resource actlvitiee
outlined
in
paragraphs 36 co 53 above.
85.
and provides an outline
of the arrangePart 12 relates
to International
cooperation,
including
an international
infornaments for an international
network of base collections,
cion 8ySCm,
It would be built
on the existing
referred
to in paragraphs 56 and 57 above.
arrangements,
in the manner that la proposed
below in Section V. Within the netvork,
there
would be an international
gene bank, under the auspices of FAO, consiatfng
of the base Collections
chat participating
governments
or institutions
had agreed to place at FAO’8
disposal.

2.

86.
Fart III 8tre88ea
the imoortance of Dhvtosanitarv
measures in the context Of plant
genetic resources.
It also cohtalnr, provl&n
for adherdang gOVeKIUBat8
and ixmtitutiOnS
to provide FAO vith reports on progress in the inplamentation
of the prfncipleo
of the
Underraking.
87.
It is believed
that the general
principles
in the Undertaking vould be 18tgelY acceptable to all government8 and intemational
institutions.
There my, however, be
details
(such as the principle
of availability
of all categories
of plant genatic resource8 - see para. 31 above) on vhich It may not be possible co achieve universal
acceptance.
For this r'eaeon, the second operative
paragraph of the Resolution
makes it
clear chat governzenta and institutions
would
be able to adhere to the Undertaking
subject
to any limitatIona
chat they may specify.

IV.

REiiIEW OF EXISTING MWAXCMENTS
Historical

Development

The major developments leadlng to the present arrangements for global plant
88.
resource activities
are summarized in paragraphs
3 to 7 of the document presented
Committee on Agriculture
(COAC/83/10).
Existing

Collections

of Plant

Genetic

genetic
to the

Resources

Appendix 7 of document
COAC/83/10
gives
a list
89.
of the major collections
of plant
genetic resources,
by each of them. A vast number of
and indicates
the crops covered
collected
plant genetic resources (referred
to as "accessions")
are distributed
among 90
countries.
Many of the collections
are active collections,
maintained by plant breeding
institutions
for use in current breeding programes.
The crops most frequently
included
in global programmes are cereals and food legumes (see document COAC/83/10, Appendices 4
and 7). This indicates
the importance that has been given to these staple food crops, to
the preservation
of their variability
and to the amount of breeding work for their lmprovement.
A total of more than 293 000 accessions of cereal
crops are held In three countries:
the Soviet Union (106 000 accessions covering wheat, barley, sorghum and millet);
the
United States of America (124 000 accessions covering wheat, maize, barley and rice);
Various ocher Institutions
(in
and the Philippines
(with 63 000 accessions of rice).
in Australia,
Canada, China, Iran, Israel and Italy)
particular,
hold appreciable
amounts
of wheat and barley collections
(more than 19 000 accessions each).
Most of the major
of food legumes (totalling
about 125 000 accessions) are found in China,
collections
Colombia, India, the Soviet Union, Syria, and the C'nited States of America.
90.

These figures should, however, be treated as indicative
91.
only, for the following
reasons:
In the first
place, there has been no full assessment of the genetic variation
represented by the accessions.
In addition,
a small collection
of well-evaluated
samples
may be more significant
than a larger collection
of an institution
that has not yet fully
documented and evaluated the material
it holds (see para. 17 above).
Furthermore,
the
information
available
shows, for example, that of some 30 000 lines of wheat held at the
Germplasm Institute
in Bari, Italy,
and the 37 OOO'at Beltsvllle,
USA, 21 000 are common
to both institutions.
If one takes account of the extensive exchange of material
between
all the major institutions,
one must conclude that duplication
at the global level is far
greater than that necessary for security
(see para. 52 above).
92.
Although global documentation is at present insufficient
to give an accurate picture
of the contents of the collections,
it would seem, from an analysis carried out by the
IBPCR, that land races make up the greater
part
of accessions
in the global
collections.
The remaining part comprises breeders' material
or plant
varieties,
and a few samples of
wild species.
There are also indications
chat the genetic variation
in the COlleCtiOn.
is
inadequate.
93.
The condftions
good. There would,
tion of material.

under which seed is stored in the various institutions
however, seem to be room for improvement with respect
International

of

relatively

Activities

94.
International
activities
relating
to all the various aspects
sources are cralnly carried out by the IBPCR (in collaboration
uith
the resources
of crops, and by FAO with respect to forest resources.
Activities

are

to the rejuveM-

of plant genetic reFM), with respect to

the IBPCR

95.
The basic function of the International
Board for Plant Genetic Resources (IBPCR) is
to promoce and support
tile collection,
conservation,
documentation,
evaluation.
utilization
in order
to ensure
the SUSand exchange of plant genetic
resources,
at the global level,
tained supply of useful material
for national
and internatfonal
breeding programmes.
The
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for action.
The first
few years of cperacion of the Board vere nalnly
to the rescue of threatened gem plasm, on the basis of well-defined
criteria
in
relation
co crops and geographical
areae, chat vere drawn up having regard to the urgent
needs as highlighted
by FAO. For this purpose, expert advice wae obtained from the Board’s
advisory committees and working groups and Individual
specialists,
and a large XBPGR
field programme was developed.
Since
Emphasis was placed on major staple food crops.
1980, action has been taken to cover other crops, including
major vegetatively
propagated
There are now 50 priority
crops, with respect to collection
and conservation,
in
plants.
the 14 regions into which countries
are grouped for the purpose8 of the IBPGR system.
The
species
of worldwide or regional
economic
crops include staple food crops and other
importance.
96.

Priorities

devoted

Collecting
missions.
about 65 colThe Board carries out, crganizes or supports
97.
the mfssions are headed by a scientist
from the
letting
missions each year.
In general,
samples of the material
collected
are always deposited with the host counhost country;
is used. The missions are carried out in accordance with protry, and local expertise
posals to vhich the governments or government institutions
concerned have previously
agreed.
More than 100 000 seed samples of priority
species have been collected
in the
250 missions carried out over the last fev years.
The cost of collecting
one sample varies
considerably:
it may be as lov as US$lO or as high as US$300. The IBPG2, vhich does not
Itself
maintain collections,
makes arrangements befdre the mission for the conservation
of the collected
material,
under the most suitable
scientific
and technical
conditions.

-

Conservation.
The most important achievement of the IBPCR has been the QrOwCiOU of
98.
a global network of base collectiona.
This aspect is dealt vith in more detail
in Qaragraphs 101 to 104 belov.
Documentation.
The IBPGR has, in particular,
prepared “descriptor
lists”,
setting
99.
out the botanical
characteristics
of material,
for 37 crops.
Forty-five
cmre lists
are
‘under preparation.
It has a No-pronged
approach to documentation:
the preparation
of
directories
providing
information
on existing
collections
and the establishment
of data
The directories
for
1980 to
bases, and the moblllzation
of funds for documentation vork.
1983 cover rice, wheat, barley,
sorghum, millet,
maize, food legmes,
root crops, some
cash cropsand vegetables.
Xnformatlon on fruit
Is at an advanced stage of preparation.
The data vi11 be kept under revlev and computerized.
Detailed inventories
on a crop-bycrop vorldvide
basis are being dweloped by specialized
institutes
and coordinated
through
the IBPGR. The emphasis of the data bases being developed by the IBPGR is on Information
enabling the comprehensiveness of existiag
collections
to be assessed.
100.. Training.
Training
under the auspices of the IBPGR is available
on all malor aspects of genetic resource activities.
About 160 trainees have attended a one-year Poetgraduate course,
initiated
In 1969 at the suggestion of FAO, on the conservation
and use
Of plant genetic resources,
at the University
of Birmingham in-the United Kingdom. The
Coursea have received financial
support from the IBPCR and the United Nations Environment
Programme, during the past eight years.
Five
hundred trainees
from developing countries
have attended short technical
courses, at a number of agricultural
research izzstitutes,
on
various subjects,
including
exploration
techniques and seed technology for gene banks.
Study tours have been arranged for about 100 scientists
from different
parts of the world.
In addition,
the Board has organized or co-sponsored regional vorkshops and technical
conferencee.
The IEPGR conservation

nefzwork

101. With the cooperation
of the institutions
maintaining
collections
of plant genetic
resourcea,
It has at present desigthe IBPGR has promoted a oetvork of base collections.
hated 38 fnstltutious
in 29 countries
to hold collections
covering 33 crops (see document
COAG/83/10, Appendix 4).
The institutions
bear the cost of operating
the base Collections,
and release material
to centres
holding active
collections.
for the purpose of exchange.
Repositories
for the resources
of vagatatively
propagated crops have, since 1981, been
designated by the XBPCR for certati
cropa.

c 03125
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been explained,
102. AS has previously
base
long-term
storage of resources,
and thus for
for
plant breeding and similar
purposes.
It
cover 100 centres,
two thirds of which would

collections
are intended essentially
for the
their preservation
rather than their exchange,
is planned to expand the IBPGR netvork to
hold active collections.

of information
concerning
Important
crop resources held in collections,
103. An examination
including
those of the major staple cereals,
legumes, vegetables,
annual oil seeds, root
haa shown that, in addition
to the gene banks in the IBPCR
crops. banana and plalntain,
conservation
network,
significant
collections
exist in 100 countries.
these collections
are distributed
over seven regions:
26 in
104. The centres holding
Europe, 23 in Africa,
19 in Latin Arserica, 14 in Asia and the Far East, 12 in North Africa
and the Near East, 3 in the Pacific,
and 2 in North America.
Seventy-seven
are In developseveral of which (for example, Brazil,
China. India and Peru) have a relaing countries,
tively
large number of accessions covering various kinds of crops.
However, 15 of the 100
countries
do not yet have an adequate gene bank.
Activities

relating

to Forest

Resources

the activities
of national
inatl105. For more than 15 years, FAO has been coordinating
tutes,
support,lng ongoing vork relating
CO forestresources,
and highlighting
global,
regional and national
priorities.
The seed and other propagating
material
collected
by
countries
under this global seed programe
is temporarily
stored, if possible,
in the counThe centre holding the material
then distributes
it, in accordance
try of collection.
vith requests by FAO, for the purpose of evaluation,
conservation
and seed production
or
seiectlon
stands of species of value to the region,
country or area concerned.
For conservation,
the seed is rarely put into long-term
storage;
Genetic improvement work
on living
collections
in situ or ex situ.
formed with respect to populations
of plants that are specially
created
Collection,
exploration
leaving the wild species with maximum variation.
work is left
to the countries
themselves;
this maximizes local Interest
the resources.,
106.

been

-

the emphasis has
is always perfor that purpose,
and evaluation
and knowledge in

107. The programme benefits
from advice provided by an FAO Panel of Experts on Forest Gene
Resources (consisting
of specialists
acting in a personal capacity),
established
in 1968.
Problems

of

a Scientific

and Technical

Nature

108. A major constraint
on the establishment
of collections
of seed and other plant genetic
resources in developing
countries
is their inadequate
infrastructure
for the maintenance and
and
use of those resaurces.
In many national
gene banks, inadequate seed storage facilities
the lack of land and skilled
labour place severe lImitationa
on the number of samples In a
Equipment for
collection
and on the frequency of rejuvenation
of the material
conserved.
Facilities
for the colthe maintenance of an acceptable
level of hygiene is also lacking.
camping equipment and field
instrulection
of resources in remote areas (such as vehicles,
such as the collection
and multiments) are not always available.
Essential
activities.
Of these
are often in jeopardy due to insufficient
funds.
plication
of genetic resources,
constraints,
the inadequacy or lack of storage facilities
vould seem to be the most serious.
The provision
of such equipment involves
large inputs in terms of inr:allatlon
and maintenance costs.
The amount of material
to he stored,
its safety,
and the frequency
of rejuvenation
and the flow of samples for evaluation
and exchange are dependent on the quality
and size of the storage facilities
available.
Equipment to maintain a miniature
plant
quarantine
system is also needed. especially
as, in many deveLopfng countries,
the national
quarantine
programmea are not sufficiently
developed.
109. The Lack of funds and qualified
plant breeders also place serious constraints
on the
Breeders frequently
creaclon of essential
links between gene banks and breeding
programes.
The general tendency is to take advantage of modern
do not make use of primitive
material.
cultlvars,
often with tess potential
for plant breecllnR. since prlmittve
lfnes, which
usually
represent a major part of the collections
of gene banks, have no furredfat
value
as varieties
and are difficult
CO use in brcedlrr:: wrk.
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to depend upon the adequate evaluation
of the
110. Cooperative links of the kind referred
material
in gene banks.
Progress in tire characterization
and evaluation
of material has
been slov in nany national
gene banks.
This is due to the much greater priority
that is
often given to collection
and conservation
activities,
and to.the lack of fund5 and qualified personnel.
The present cost of growing out one sample for characterizarion
varies
from about USSLO to 50, in the case of mo8t food crops.
of data,
at least
in a usable form, is a general problem.
111. The non-availability
from collecting
Whereas data are generated at all stages of genetic resource activities
in the field
to evaluaclon,
proceduree, are
their assembly and storage, and the retrieval
often inoufficient
to enable their .u8e in the mo8t efficient
vay.
Moreover, especially
in the case of the older existing
gene banks the data may not have been properly gathered
at the time of collection;
material
unaccompanied by data may have been obtained through
exchange;
and the greater part of the sample8 In the gene bank may not have been characterized and evaluated.
112. There also appear to be problems concerning the duplication
of material
tions:
there are indications
not only of an excessive duplication,
referred
genetic
91 above, but also of insufficient
duplication
of certain significant

collecin para.
resources.

in
to

113. Finally,
a constraint
on the achievement on maximum genetic variation
i8 the tendency of many gene banks to restrict
the material
conserved to that which Is of direct
use to current breeding programmes.
Legal and Institutional
-

Aspects of the IBPGR Svsten

lib.
The folloving
paragraphs of this Section examine hov the present network, and the
related activities,
are coordinated,
hov far governments are involved in such activities
ac the international
level;
the extent to vhich those activities
are the subject of a
commitment;
and how the activities
are financed.
The comQonent5 of the network
115. The IBPGR network consi5ts,
on the one hand, of national
and, on the other, of the international
agricultural
research
8ystem of the Consultative
Group on International
Agricultural
National

and reqional

and regional
institution5
centres (IARcS) in the
Research (CGIAR).

institutions

116. These institutions,
or the governments responsible
for them, have retained full
Decisions as to the mandate
autonomy with respect to plant genetic resource activities.
of the institutions,
including
the crops that they vi11 cover and their policy cOncer'niJX3
the release of material,
and to the standards to be observed in the perfoxmnce
of their
mandate, thus rest vlth the governments or institutions
concerned.
The

117.

CGXAR 8y5ttZl

The CGlAR ha8 been described
(in the Report of the Second Review of the aLARe 1981,
international
organizations
and Qri3.10)
a9 "an informal
association
of countries,
with a c-21
understanding
that they will COIt8Uit
and agree On way8 in
vate fII8tbUtiOn8
It was initiated
in 1971
which they will support international
agricultural
research”.
under the CO-5QOn8Or8hiQ of FAO, the World Rank and the United Nations Developmeat Prothe donors,
granme (UNDP). Apart from the sQOn8ors, the members art in two categories:
and representatives
of developing Member Nations of PA0 elected biennially
by the Countries
in the five FAO regions concerned.
The CGUR ha8 no constitution,nolegal
per8o-iftY
aad
me .,basic objective
of the CC’&
no rules of procedure.
Declsioas
are taken by conseasus.
is to 8UppOrt laternational
agricultural
research for the improvement of food production
in developing
corncries.
In addition
to the Secretariat.
provided by the World mk,
the
Gw
ha8 a Technical Advisory Gnntaitttt
(TAC), which inter alia sdvises the CGIAR on the
msin gaps and priorities
in agricultural
research related to the problems of developing
countries.
TAC consists
of a chalr;Lan and 12 members, appointed by the co-eponaors and
half of vhom are from developing
countries.
The
sewing
ia their
persona?.
capacity,
Secretariat
of TX is provided by FAG.
para.

The donor members of the CCL.42 provide financial
support to 13 lntcrnatlonal
lnstl118.
tutions,
many of 4llch have been established
to carry out multidisciplinary
agricultural
For convenience,
research.
they are all (apart from the IB?GR - see below) referred
to
here as the International
Agricultural
Research Centres.
Plant geneclc resources Is one
of the aspects of the work of nine of the I&KS;
six of them hold base collections
of such
resources and three are establishing
them. The IARCs have legal personality,
either as
internationally-oriented
institutions
incorporated
under a national
law or (in one case)
as an Intergovernmental
organization.
The IARCs are autonomous, working (except in the
case of the intergovernmental
organization)
under the overall
directlon
and supervision
of a Eoard of Trustees, whose members act in a personal capacity.
In the case of many of
the institutions,
some of the members of the Boards are designated by the CGLA2.
In the CCIAR system.
119. The IBPGR is also an Institution
It vas established
in 1974,
the recoszsendatlon of the CGIA2, as an autonomous international,
philanthropic,
nonprofit
organization.
The IBPG2 does not have lekal personality.
The only legal instrument relevant
to its establishment
Is a letter‘of
agreement concluded between FAO and donor
members of the CGIA2 to set up a trust fund to finance the IBPGR's activities.
The text
is reproduced in Appendix B hereto.
of this agreement
The IBPGR is managed by Its If
members, serving In their personal capacity,
of vhom not less than half are to be nationals
of developing countries.
Thirteen
members are elected by the CCIAR, on the recommendation
of the IBPGR. FAO and the United Nations Environment Progracmne (UNEP) each appoint one
non-voting
member. The Executive Secretary of IBPGR also acts as an ex-officio
ex-officio
by the Board in consultation
with the
member. The Chairman of the IBPG2 1s elected
Director-General
of FAO. The IBPGR has an Executive Conznlttee, vlth pover to act on behalf
of the Board, comprising the Chairman, Vice-Chairman and three other elected members. The
member designated by FAO and the Executive Secretary (an FAO official)
also participate.
TWOof the members are to be from developing countries.
FAO provides the Executive SecreThe IBPGR has set up a number of advisory committees.and working groups, vhose
tariat.
members serve in a personal capacity.
on

-

The most
120. The Board has, with the approval of the CGLAFL,adopted terns of reference.
recent version is reproduced in Appendix C hereto.
However, the IBPGR's msia functiou,
described above, concerning the promotion of coordination
of the international
consecration
network, is not tPrPedlately
apparent from that version.
The decision-akin&

process

with

respect

e

to XBPGRactivities

121. In establishing
its global priorities
for action.
including
the choice of priority
crops and geographical
arms (see para. 36 above), the IBPCR seeks the opinions of experts
These priorities
are regarded as flexible
guidelines
for action
of international
repute.
and are revised from time to time.
For the establishment
of priorities
at the regional
nd national
levels,
the IEPCR organizes international
consultations,
at which it Invites
the participants
to report on progress vith respect to plane genetic
resource activities
and to infom it of the needs of the countries
concerned.
4

122.. The proposed progrsmmes of the IBPCR are presented annually to the TAC for analysis.
They are then considered by the CGXA2, whose members may make comments or suggest
changes
on the IBPOR's activities
are received by
and approve
the budget for the IBPCR. Reports
FAO as a E-bet
of the CCL& and reports on regional activities
are submitted to the
Resources),
governments concerned through FAO. Moreover, FAO’s Sub-Prograszne 2.1.2.1.(Genetfc
which covers activities
performed in the context of the ZBPGR, is reviewed, vith respect
by the relevant FAO governing bodies - COAG,
to its lmpleneatation
and future planning,
the Progranne Committee, the Council and the Conference.

~.
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123. With respect to the fundfng of activities
by the IBPGB, deciaiona
are taken by the
Board itself
and, within
the 1im.t.t of US$7S thousand,
by its Recutive
Committee.
The
Executive Secretary
pay also take decisions
on funding vithin
the Ptogrsmme approved by
the. Board up to an amount of lJS$lO thousand.
The involvement

of zovemments

in international

6ct'Lvities

124. As has been eeen, the IBPCR is managed by experts acting in their personal capacity.
Its programme Is presented through TX, vhoee members also ace in their perSOns capacity,
to the CGL42; vhich is In essence an Lnformal association,
although reprasentativea
of

-

States

and intergovernmental
organizations
take part ln its discussions.
There is a furintergovernmental
element in that FAO is represented
in the IBPGR and provides the
Secretariat
of the IBPCR and the TAC. The day-to-day
work of the IBPCR is therefore
carried
out by FAO officials.
Because of the links between the activities
of FAO and
the IBPGR. the activities
of the latter
in effect
come to some extent vithin
the scope
of the review by the FAO governing bodies.
ther

125.
At the regional
and sub-regional
ievels,
there
has been an increasing
governmental
involvement
In the coordination
of plant genetic resource activities,
vhich had previously
been largely
dependent on the initiatives
of scientific
institutions.
In 1976, a Working
Group, consisting
of representatives
of governments
in the Southeast Asia Region and sponsored by the IBPGR, adopted a proposed organizational
framework for a Regional Cooperative
ProgranmPe for the exploration,
conservation,
evaluatfon
and documentation
of plant genetic
resources
of signlffcance
to the region.
The Programme was to be administered.
under the
auspices of IBPCR, by a Regional Committee representative
of the participating
COutitrieS.
The Regional Committee held Its first
meeting in 1978, and has been an important
forum
for presenting
to the ZBPCR the views and priorities
of governments in the Southeast Asia
Region.

In Europe, on the suggestion
of FAO and some countries
In the Region, and with fiassistance
from UNDP, a European Cooperative
Programme vas established
in order to
relating
to plant genetic reand strengthentheinter-Institutional
cooperation,
source
activities,
that had been promoted by some governments and private
organizations,
in particular
the European Association
for Research on Plant Breeding (EUCAR.PIA), and
individual
scientists.
The Programme is coordinated
by a Governing Board, consisting
of’
government representatives,
which receives
advice from a Scientific
Advisory Committee,
personal capacity.
Each participating
government appoints a
composed of experts in their
national
coordinator
to facilitate
the day-to-day
implementation
of the Prograsane at the
national
level.
The first
two objectives
of the Programme are to further
the activities
of national
and sub-regional
institutions
for plant genetic resources in Europe. by supplementing’and
strengthening
cooperation
through the establishment
of intergovernmental
links,
and to constitute
the European part of the global network in the IBPGR system.
The other objectives
cover a wide range of plant genetic resource activities,
Including
the furtherance
of the exchange of material,
both within
Europe and between Europe and
other regions.
126.

nancial
support

-.
‘.
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127. Of the sub-regional
Initiatives
of a governmental
nature in Europe, mention might
be made of the Nordic Gene Bank, established
in 1979, and the network of genetic resources
established
by the countries
of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(-1.

;
i

128. An organizational
framework of the kind established
for Southeast Asia and Europe
was proposed last year at a meeting of Liaison
Officers
for
the IBPGR Mediterranean
Programme, and also at an IBPGR sponsored regional
meeting, of government representatives,
It should be noted, vlth respect to the
on plant
genetic
resources In the Andean Region.
international
consultations
referred
to in paragraph 121 above, that the IBPGR in most
cases
invites
governments to designate
two participants,
one of whom is to be the spokeaman of the government.
The IBPCR has also invited
governments to appoint liaison
officers
to provide a link with the Board, as well as national
coordinators
with respect to IBPGR
activities.
129.
ties
the
and,
are

A form of global
forum for the general discussion
of plant genetic resource activiis also provided
to some extent by international
conferences,
sponsored by FAO and
International
Biological
Programme of the International
Council of Scientific
Unions,
for the last such conference
in 1981, by FAO, LJNEPand the IBPCR. These conferences
held at about six-yearly
Intervals.

-

Commitments relating

-

130. In Section
III above,
reference
was made to conventions
establishing
natfonal
and
collective
tiommltments
that are relevant
to the subject matter of Resolution
6/81.
The
partlclpation
of States in the Southeast Asia and European Cooperative
PrOgraUnneS represents collective
commitments corresponding
to those envisaged in Resolution
6/gl, but
essentially
do not entail
individual
commitments for the participating
governments.

to plant

genetic

resource

activities
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network, the question arises as to hov far
131. With respect to the IBPCR conservation
the governments and institutions
participating
in it have entered into a binding commitment of the kind recommended In Section II (paras. 59 and 60 above).
The practice
has
been for the Executive Secretary of the IBPGR to write a letter
to a potential
cooperating
Institution
inviting
it to accept designation
for maintaining
a specified
base collection
or collections.
The relevant
extract
from a typical
letter
is reproduced In Appendix D
The general substance of the letter
corresponds
to a great extent to the requirehereto.
ments stated in para. 60 above.
132. The wording of the letter
could be improved, since it merely states that “The Board’s
the following
cosm!.itments:...“,
and.adds that “On this basis, the
policy..
. is to require
IBPGR invites
the (institution)
to accept designation”.
Nevertheless,
the acceptance of
a designation
would probably be construed also as an implied acceptance of the commitments.
To have a firm legal basis, however, a commitment should be established
in an agreement
between two (or more) legal persons.
The IBPGR and, perhaps in some cases, the cooperating
institution
do not have legal personality.
133. A formal commitment to carryout
certain activities
in the interest
of the international
community IS clearly
Important
in the case of national
cooperating
institutions.
This may also be true, to a certain
extent, with respect to. international
institutions:
in the reportofthe
TAC quinquennial
review of the IBPGR, 1980, it is stated (page 26):
“The IARCs are independent bodies, each having generally
a strong interest
in assembling
the germ plasm It needs for Its own work but with no necessary commitment to (genetic resource conservation)
activity
beyond those limits.”
However, in a recent statement to PA0
(of 1 July 1983), the Directors
of the LARCs participating
in the network "pledge their
total support to the conservation
and effective
utilization
of crop genetic
resourcesH.
Fundinn

of plant

genetic

resource

activities

As stated above, the IBPCR conservation
network comprises national
and regional
institutions,
and IARCs holding base collections.
The financing
of the former institutions
is
largely
a matter for the governments concerned.
The LARCs and the IBF'GR mainly depend
The CGIAR itself
does not provide confor their financial
support on the CGIAR system.
tributions;
it approves its prograrmne and the budget levels of the activities
it supports.
Each donor member annually pledges a specific
amount (one member contributes
on a pro rata
basis of 25 percent of total contributions)
for activities
selected by it within
the system.
No more permanent commitment is made by donors.
However, there would appear (from the
Report of the Second Review of the CGIAR, November 1981, para. 3.7) to be an understanding
that, on becoming a member of the Group, donors accept a long-term
- but unquantified
responsibility
in this respect.
134.

135. In 1983, the CGIAR agreed to set up‘a stabilization
mechanism In funding,
for which,
the equivalent
of 2.5 percent of total
as a final
step, the World Bank will make available
This would be in addition
to the 10 percent of total
contributions
by the CGIAR system.
contributiona
which the Bank is already providing
and which can serve to fill
any gaps in
to the various IARCs.
the support

i
1

the IARCs submit to the CGIAR through
136. As far as the planning of funding is concerned,
TAC an outline
of their proposed budget for the two following
years, as well as budget Projections
for an additional
three years,
Conclueion
137. The essential
characteristic
of the present system for the coordination
of international
activities
relating
to plant genetic resourcea is its lack of institutionalization.
It derives from the CGIAR, an association
without
legal personality
or legal structure,
though with Intergovernmental
participation.
The coordination
is promoted by the IBPGR,
an entity
vithout
legal personality.
%?he activities
are performed
by institutions
which
have retained,the
authority
to decide on their programnes,
although - in the case of the
IARCS - an overall
review is carried out by WC and the CGIAR.
Certain
essential
guarantees with respect to plant genetic ‘resource activities
in the IBPGR system are contained
Furthermore,
in a letter
of cowitmenc
for vhicb, hovever, there Is no fttm legal basls.

-

the IARCs depend, for their financial
support,
to a large extent on voluntary
contributions from CCIAR donors, which do not make longer-term
conanitments in this respect.
of the activities
is largely
influenced
by the advice of experts,
138. The orientation
who - vhile they are nationals
of a broad range of countries
- do not in most cases represent their governments.
Although the IBPGR has encouraged links with governments,
in the appointment of liaison
offfcers,
for example,
as well as intergovernmental
links,
in the form Of the regional
organizational
frameworks, those links cannot be considered
part of a general institutional
structure,
particularly
as there is no institutional
apex.
139. Furthermore,
there is no established
mechanism for the global coordination
of plant
genetic resource activities.
While the IBPGR’e work in the promotion of coordination
is
of considerable
value, the IBPGR has limited
resources
(about US$4 million
annually)
and
many other responeibilities.
and scientific
approach of the IBPGR ensures that the orienta140. However, the informal
is carried
out
tion of activities,
which mainly depend6 upon scientific
considerations,
donations
of the members of the
with scientific
professionalism.
Moreover, the voluntary
CGIAR, and the decentralization
of the various activities,
have resulted
In the mobillratlon of substantial
financial
support (the contribution
la 1983 for plant genetic
resource
conservation
amounted to about USS14.5 million)
and in an expanding network of gene banks.
141. At the same time, the responsibility
for ensuring
that the needs relating
t0 Plant
genetic resources are satisfied
ultimately
re6ts on governments,
individually
and cOlleC-.
tively.
This does not necessarily
mean that all activities
must be carried out under their
direction
and control.
For the fulfillment
of their responsibility,
they can rely on initiatives
outside their direct
control
provided that they are satisfied
that the 6CtiVith6
fully
respond to present and future needs.
However, reliance
cannot reasonably be placed
on a system, however effective,
if it offer6 no firm guarantee of permanence.
At present,
there
is no such guarantee,
either on the part of the CGLAR system as a whole or on the
part of Its individual
components.
142. In addition,
the IBPGR system ha6 been criticized
by soms countries
a6 working Unreference
has been made to a significant
fairly
with respect to developing
countries:
concentration
of plant genetic
resources in the gene banks of lndustrlalised
COUntrieS;
to an orientation
of activities
to resources of cultivars
valuable
to the agriculture
and
Industry
of Industrialized
countries,
to the detriment
of resources
of great Importance to
developing
countries,
such as breeders’
lines;
and to a lack of guarantee concerning
the
free availability
of resources.
hold an opposing view, the fact that such criticism
has been
143. While other countries
namsly, the abmade at least highlights
an important
lacuna in the present situation:
sence - apart from some indirect
Influence
that can be exerted through FAO - of an established mechanism,at
leastat
the global level,
through which State6 can coll6ctivelY
and exprese their
views and concerns.
monitor plant genetic resource activities,
V. MEASURESTHAT COULD BE ABOPTEB
IN THE LIGHT OF THE BASIC PRINCIPLES, OBJECTIVES AND REQUWS
International

Bank for

Plant

Genetic

Resources

144. In line with Resolution
6/81, the starting
point in the examination
of po6sible
measures to Improve the present arrangements
relating
to plant genetic resources was a
study of the fea6iblllty
of establishing
an international
bank for plant genetic
re6ourcss
of agricultural
interest
under the auspice6 of FAO. This study ie contained
in paragraphs
61 to 119 of the Proposal presented to the CommIttee on Agriculture
(document COAG/83/10).
145.
It was noted, howwer,
that, for the establiehment
of such a bank, considered
as a
a number of difficult
problems would have to be faced and that the
single physical
entity,
cost Involved
in the construction
and in the operation
and (permanent) maintenance of the
Indeed,
bank vould be large,
even if the capacity
of the bank were reduced
to a minimum.

c 83/25
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there was a consensus in the Committee
on ,I\I;rlc:11Lurc til.+~ the indicative
figures,
given
in the study with respect to the costs, were In all probability
underestimated
(see document CL 83/9, para. 229).
146. In the light of the above.
a government
has suggested
that
consideration
could be
gene bank under the auspices of FAO, which vould
given to the establishment
of a pioneer
make use of facilities
and material
that some governments would be prepared to offer.
While it is not possible
to estimate
the cost involved for FAO in the absence of detailed
information
on the support and facilities
that might be available
from governments, solutions of this kind should be borne in mind, especially
if it'does
not prove possible
to
realize
the concept of the international
gene bank, as suggested by the Committee on
Agriculture.
147. As stated in paragraph
34 above,
the suggestion
of the Committee
on Agriculture
was
that the international
gene bank should be considered as an international
concept, rather
than as a single physical
entity,
and that account should be taken of relevant
ongoing
activities.

148. Paragraphs 54 to 63 of Section II have described an international
network of base
In line
with Resolution
6/81.
collections
that could be established
Section IV has examined the existing
conservation
network.
It has been suggested by some governments that,
in view of the discussions
of COAG, an international
network of base collections,
founded
on the present network, could be considered as constituting
in practice
an international
gene bank.
Further scientific
and technical
aspects of such a gene bank are discussed
immediately
below.
The additional
element in the Conference's
Resolution
- namely, an
international
gene bank that would operate under the auspices of FAO - is the subject of
the subsequent paragraphs relating
to legal and institutional
aspects.
149. In viev of the present state of development
servation
of plant genetic resources,
the concept
from a realistic
base and envisaging
one, starting
certain
date.

6,
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with respect
to the exploration
and conof the network should be an evolving
a minimum comprehensive coverage by a

con- 150. he network would, subject to the agreement of the governments and institutions
cerned, comprise the base collections
that have already been designated by the IBPGR for
32 crops,' or groups of crops, in 38 Institutions
situated
in 29 countries.
Additional
collections
are planned, account being taken of priorities
developed by the IBPGR. These
priorities
would be reviewed and further
developed, with the participation
of governments,
with the aim of establishing
a comprehensive system for major crops, which vould, in time,
satisfy
the main needs relating
to plant
breeding,
conservation
and geographical
coverage.

-
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belov, the IBPCR would advise and be consulted
151. Within the legal framevork outlined
on the further
expansion of the network, through the designation
of existing
national
or
International
institutions
as base collections.
As the coverage of the network evolved,
it might be necessary to establish
completely
new facilities
for base bollections
of
particular
crops.
The national,
regional
or international
authority
that would be responsible for the administration
of such collections
would be decided by the participating
governments.

'a;a.'.I
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152 * The material
in the base collections
of the netvork,
and the availability
of that
However,
material,
would in principle
cover
all categories
of plant genetic resources.
subject to the agreement of FAO in particular
cases (see para. 167 below), qualifications
would be possible.
of that principle
must function
as long-term
depositories
of world genetic resources,
153. As base collections
they should,
as explained
in paragraph 55 above, be linked vith active collections.
Host
of the exchange of genetic resources would take place between the numerous active collecRequests for material
from
the
tioqs and plant breeding and other scientific
institutions.

Ii
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base collections
samples of it.

vould

be made only here

active

collecclons

were not able co supply

implications
of an international
gene bank, established
as a network
154. The financial
of base colleccians
can be estimated
from various sources.
The calculations
of expenditure in Appendfx 8 of document COAC 83110 can be used as one source of reference.
The
vlevs of administrators
of gene banks, and estimates of expenditures
provided by IARCs,
indicate
that actual. costs are probably about 50 percent higher than the estimates in
document COAG 83ilO.
Appendix
E to this Report summarizes, as a second source of reference, the budget estimates
provided by iARCs.
155. The most COmPlete information
on expenditures
for a genetic resources centre has been
given with respect to the International
Rice Research Institute
(IRRI),
in which base collections
are linked to active collections
and have been systematically
evaluated over the
last ten years.
IMI'S
COlleCtiOn was initiated
20 years ago.
Kt includes wild material
as well as advanced breeding lines. with a total of 63 000 samples, and it is adjacent to
experimental
fields
and laboratory
facilities.
The investment
cost of the building
has been
US$4 mlllion
and the cost of other facilities,
including
a seed health unit,
has been over
USSl million.
The operational
costs, including
overheads,
training
and collecting,
are in
the order of US$l million
per annum. Further details
are provided in Appendix F hereto.
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costs seem to be basically
in agreement with those of other IARCs,
156. IRRI's operational
as can be seen In Appendix E, which Indicates
that nine centres together spend an annual
Expenditures
for the annual
amount of USSlO million
on plant genetic resource activities.
are much below the average in the Centro International
de
maintenance of small collections
Mejoramlento
de Mass y Trlgo (CIHMYT) (US$350 000). while for the Centro International
de
la Papa (CIP) the annual operational
costs of maintaining
germ plasm of a vegetatively
propagated crop (potato)
are much higher (USS2.5 million).
The maintenance of living
plant
collections
generally
results
in higher expenditures
per sample unit and are demanding @n
land and labour.
It should be recalled
that 3 000 coconut samples occupy 300 hectares
in
Java, an overpopulated
island where the average holding is less than one hectare
per family,
In addition,
the cost of maintaining
a planentailing
therefore
a-very high annual rent.
has to be met.
tation healthy and clean, without any commercial return,
for the evaluation
of plant genetic resources have to be considered
in
157. Expenditures
addition
to the cost estimates
provided for a genetic resources centre, which include expendltures
only for the most basic evaluation
of a descriptive
nature.
Considerable
additional
costs are involved,
depending upon the crop to be evaluated,
in the systemstic
screening of genetic resources for resistance
to particular
diseases,
quality
characteristics
such as amino-acid
composition
of proteins
and crossing ability,
for example.
of an International
gene bank as a network
of base collections
can
158. The establishment
be achieved only on the assumption that the present financing
of the participating
base
collections,
by the national
or international
agencies supporting
them, would continue.
Moreover, this financing
should be based on comltments,
even increased
beyond the present
level,
so as to avoid any weakening of the base collections
and their related
genetic resources activities,
and, if possible,
to strengthen
than:
StrengtheninR

of National

Capabilities

159. kr important
component of an international
system covering
plant genetic resource
activitfea,
would be action to assist
countries
with limited
facilities
in strengthening
both within
and outside the context
their capabilities
with respect to such activities,
the International
network of base collections
proposed above.

of

outlined
in paragraph 108 above,
relating
to the establishment
and
160. The difficulties
1 mlntenance
of gene banko, are only a few exarnplea of the constraints
facing meny develop* lag countries.
However, international
action should first
concentrate
on the strengthening
of national
plant breeding capabilltiea.
Without such capabilitlas,
the aatablisbment
of
a national
g&e bank, and the International
natvork
of base iollectiona,
would be ineffective.
161. In this connexion technical
with advanced breeding techniques

- in addition
cooperation
- is an important
element.

to assistance

National

by countries

capabilities

can be
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strengthened
through cooperative
links between developing
countries,
and between the latter
and countriee
or institutiona
with advanced breeding programmea.
In the first
place, such
links would be ueeful in order to distribute
the work involved
in the atoraga and rajuvenation of plant genetic resources,
thus aharing the coats which might otherwise
unduly burden
the financial
resources available
for other activitlee
at the national
level.
Encouragement
should aleo be given to joint
activities
carried
out by inatitutlone
coneerving
the same
kinds of crops or experiencing
similar
problems.
Such activltiee
would reduce the costs
for both institutions.
Collaborative
reraarch vork would be helpful
in strengthening
breeding programmes in countries
with limited
manpower and facilitiaa,
and would, at the
of technology.
same time, serve as a mechanism for the transfer
Legal and Institutional

Aspects

bank
162. The preceding paragraphs of this Section have suggested that an international
for plant genetic resources could consist of an international
network of base collections.
built
to the extent possible on the existing
IBPGR conservation
network, and that an
comprising
the International
Gene Bank, should provide other services,
system,
international
in particular
those related
to the strengthening
of the capabilities
of developing
counThe following
paragraphs suggest possible measures, of a legal and Institutional
tries.
network
nature, that could be taken to improve the present system for the conservation
and related activities.
In Section IV, as the lack
163. The main lacunae in the present system were identified,
the operation
and performance of the system, and
of a longer--term commitment concerning
the absence of any mechanism for significant
governmental
participation.
One way of fllling these lacunae would be the introduction
into the CCIAR system of a greater degree of
institutionalization
and governmental participation.
A solution
of this kind was considered
in the Second Review of the CGIAR, 1981, and the conclusion
was, in effect,
that It would
run counter to the basic philosophy
of the CGIAR. The following
paragraphs explore an
alternative
solution,
which would seem to be capable of satisfying
the main concerns expressed by some countries,
without essentially
affecting
the CGIAR/IBPGR system.
Moreover,
if significant
changes in that system were later considered necessary,
the solution
outlined below would provide a procedure for giving the matter in-depth
consideration.
An FAO legal

framework

of the IBPGR would not be prejudiced,
164. It is suggested that the present activities
if they were carried
out within a legal framework under
and would indeed be strengthened,
which FAO would take charge of the legal aspects of the conservation
network and which
would also enable States to exercise their collective
responsibilities
vith respect to
plant genetic resources.
The legal

aspects

of the IBPGR's activities

to assistance
provided by the IBPGR
165. One such legal aspect covers agreements relating
In the Report of the TAC Quinquennial
Review of the IBPGR. 1980, it was
to governments.
noted (para. 4.5.4) that the IBPGR's de facto association
vith FAO "has iuneeasurably aided
The agreements referred
to could be placed on
the incernacionalactlvities
of the Board".
with FAO would become clearer,
If the agreements
a firm legal basis, and the association
were concluded between the governments concerned and FAO. The substance of the agreements
The latter
would still
relate
to assistance
that would be provided
would not be affected.
by FAO officials
in the context of IBPGR.
activities
having
network is concerned, the most important
166. As far as the conservation
legal aspects are the designation
by IBPGR of the components of the network, and the reThis designation
could be made by FAO (after
consullated commitments made by the latter.
tation vith theIBPCR). and the commitments could be made to FAO. In connexion with the
that has
commitments, the main defect IS that they are at present made to an Institution
The commitments would be placed on a firm
no legal personality
(see para. 132 above).
legal basis if they were made In an agreement concluded between the institution
concerned,
or preferably
(where applicable)
the government or governments responsible
for that institution,
and FAO.

:
4

Ihe first

167.

that

are

at

s:ep uould.
therefore,
be for
FAO to invite
present
Participating
in the IBPCR conservation
vithin
the legal framework referred
to above,

governments
and insrltutions
network
to continue
tf,eir
under an agreement
wit): FAO,

activities,
which would basically
specify
the crops that would be conserved by the governmqn: or
and set out the latter’s
commitments.
institution,
If a government or institution
vere
unable to accept all the commitments proposed by FAO, its reservations
should be stated
so that
FAC could decide whether or not they were of such a nature as to preclude
clearly,
designation.
the material
in the base collections
would be held
168. Under these arrangements,
context of the international
network. but would continue to be under the ownership
control
of the governments or institutions
concerned.

in

the

and

important
step
would be for FAO to invite
governments or institutions
that
169. A further
had accepted the ConaAitments proposed, particularly
those relating
to the full availability
of samples,
to place the material
in their collections
at the disposal
of FAO. They would
continue to administer
the collections,
but would provide material
that had been requested
by FAO (requests would be Jlmited
to material.that
could not easily be obtained elsewhere),
and would allow FAO access to the collections
in order to ensure that they were being
administered
in accordance with internationally
agreed standards.
In these circumstances,
such base collections
could be considered
as forming
part of an International
Gene Bank
under the auspices of FAO, in line with Resolution
6/81.
An offer to hold a base collection available
in this way vas made by Spain (see Appendix C) to the Committee on Agriculture
at its Seventh Session.
It is likely
that other governments or institutions
would also bc willing
to participate
in such an lnternatlonal
Gene Bank.
170.
ing

‘Ihe same kind of arrangements
to participate
in the network.

this
171. Finally,
mental participation
resource activities
Governmental

would be made by FAO with

respect

to

nev

centres

agree-

FAO legal framework would be the context for the necessary intergovernin the global coordination
of the network as well as of plant genetic
in general.
This aspect is elaborated
below.

participation

As has been noted in Section IV (see paras. 125 to 128 above), there has in the relarecentpastbeen
an increase in governmental
participation
in international
plant
particularly
in the case of the organizational~framewrks
genetic
resource activities,
that have so far been establfshed
In Southeast Asia and Europe, side by side with the IBPCR
At the national
level,
the regional
committees are complemented by national
comsystem.
or national
coordinators
appointed
mittees established
by the participating
governments,
to encourage and facilitate
these developments.
by them. FAO and the IBPCR should continue
172.
tively

organizational
framework
173. Ihe main lacuna at present is the absence of any similar
Thi8 lacuna could be filled
through the establishment,
within
the
at the global level.
framevork of FAO, of an intergovernmental
committee or other body open to all Interested
me main functiona
of such a body could be:
States.

(a)

(b)
I (cl
(d)

a review of the operation
of the conservation
network, including
the International
fnformetion
systear
proposed below (paragraphs
181 to 189) as well as of plant genetic
resource activltier
in general,
including
the examination
of the reports
of the XBPCR
which are received by FAO as a member of the CGIAR and reports which the regional
cmitteee
might be Invited
to provide to FAO;
the discussion
of questions
related
recommendations

of

the adoption by governments
auspices of the IBPGR; and

of particular
concern to governments,
and the formulation
to be made, through FAO. to the CGIAR and the IBPGR;
of the priorities

and standards

the coordination
of the support
that States may, individually
able to provide to overcome problems encountered,
especially
conservation
network snd to conservation
and plant breeding
countries.

developed

under the

or collectively,
be
those related
to t,he
activities
lo developing
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could be carried
out by the Committee on Agriculture,
in the
174. The above functions
context of its review of the biennial
programmes of work of the Organization
and their
implementation
(under Rule mII.6(c)
of the General Rules of the Organization
(GRO),
regard also being had to para. 6(d) of the same Rule).
The Committee on.Agriculture
may
in exceptional
cases establish
subsidiary
bodies under the conditions
set out in CR0
With respect to the biennial
review relating
to plant genetic resource activixxXII.12.
that COAGshould set up such a subsidiary
body for two reasons:
ties, It would be desirable
(a)

to avoid

an increase

in the already

heavy workload

of COAG itself,

and

(b)

to enable all potentially
interested
States to participate
as full members of the
body:
under GRO, Rule xXxX1.13, the Committee may include Member Nations that
are not members of COAG in the membership of subsidiary
bodies (subpara.
(a));
and the Council may admit to membership of such bodies non-members of FAO which
are members of other organizations
in the UN system (subpara.
(b)).
In this context, it should be noted that two countries
that are not Member Nations of FAO
(the Soviet Union and the German Democratic Republic)
hold significant
collections
of plant genetic resources.

With respect to secretariat
services
for the subsidiary
body, reliance
could be
175.
placed on the FAO unit vhich is at present also engaged in activities
relating
to the
body would meet only biennially,
the workload on that unit
IBPGR. Since the subsidiary
should not be unduly increased.
The main financial
implications
for the Organization
would be the increased cost of interpretation
and other facilities
for the meetings.
Financial

security

security,
176. The present lack of financial
especially
on a long-term
basis (see para.
134 above), is a problem that will require detailed
consideration,
and could be one of the
essential
questions
to be discussed in the context of the subsidiary
body referred
to
above.
177. A suggestion has been made by the Government of the Netherlands
in a letter
to the
FAO Secretariat
dated 10 June 1983: "In the case of more funds becoming available,
the
establishment
may be considered of a 'World Gene Fund', to be administered
by an lnternational
agency, such as FAO. The IBPGR could act as an advisory body, or alternatively
as a sub-contractor
taking responsibility
for the conservation
of the major food crops
worked upon by the CCIAR Institutes."
A Eund of this kind could be administered
by FAO
as a trust
fund or a reserve fund, or it could be established
under the sponsorship
of
FAO but outside its framework.
178. Even small annual contributions
made by governments and financing
agencies to a
fund which would only be used to meet emergency cases arising
in the operation
of the
conservation
network (or to complement other sources of assistance
in such cases), vould
It would also be of assistance
if donors, particularly
those
be a desirable
first
step.
of the CGIAR system, could give the international
community an advance indication
of the
amounts that they would be making available
for plant genetic resource activities,
in
order to facilitate
forward planning.
179. Furthermore,
vhlle governments and funding agencies may be faced vith competing
priorities,
many of which may be considered as important
as plant genetic resource conservation,
it can in general be said that there Is one essential
difference
in the case
of conservation
work.
Whereas a budgetary reduction
could lead to a delay in the implementation of other activities.
a reduction
in the funds necessary for conservation
vork
This point
could result
In the Irretrievable
loss to humanity of valuable material.
should be borne in mind when funding priorities
are assigned.
of the amount of funds that can be made available
for plant genetic
180. Irrespective
financial
security
could be Improved if conservation
resource conservation
in the future.
was treated separately
from other activities:
it would be desirable
that institutions
with responsibilities
covering plant genetic resources should prepare separate programmes
relating
to conservation
vork. with their own budget and budgetary projections
for the
longer term, that governments should allocate
funds to the lnstitucions
specifically

-

ir
t

-

for such work,
used exclusively

;-

^
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and that donors should assign their
co finance conservation
activities.
International
Plant

181. As explained above (see
tions must be complemented by
tional
levels.
While valuable
the lack of Information,
in a
weakness of the present system

contributions

to a special

fund to be

Information
System for
Genetic Resources

paras.
and S7), the international
network of base collecinformation
systems at the national,
regional
and Internavork is being promoted by the IBPGR in this connexion
readily
retrievable
form, Is perhaps the most serious
from a scientific
and technical
point of view.

for indlvldualgenebanks,
182. The data available
as well as the ways in which they are
ranging from the simple filling
in of cards with the most
kept, show a great diversity.
elementary
Information,
such as the place and date of collection
of a sample, co computerized
data, including
the location
of individual
genes along each of the chromosomes of
certain
species.
Considerable
efforts
have already been made by the IBPGR to assist into improve their
Information
systems,
including
dividual
genetic resources collections
computerization.
that progress in plant genetic resources Information
has
183. Experience has demonstrated
to be pursued on a crop-by-crop
basis, and the IBPGR has issued, in collaboration
with its
advisory coaxni,ttees, the IARCs and regional
programmes, lists
of crop descriptors
in order
to standardize
information
collection
and exchange.
The wide acceptance and application
holding base.
of those standardfzed
descriptors
should be further
pursued, and institutions
collections
should take the lead in these efforts,
as already under way through IRRI for
rice,
IBPGR for wheat, ICRISAT for sorghum and millet
and CIP for potatoes,
to give only
a few examples.
184. It Is necessary to ensure that the data from
sources flows back to the base collections.

the evaluation

of plant

genetic

re-

information
becoming available
and the evolution
of the International
185. With increasing
network of base collections,
a central
focus for plant genetic resources information
vould
Earlier
attempts to concentrate
all available
Information
In one centralized
be essential.
data bank, Initiated
by PA0 in 1973 and pursued by the IBPGR during 1974/75, demonstrated
that this is an impractical
and difficult
solution.
suggested that an International
Information
System on Plant Genetic
186. It is therefore
Resources should be established.
and should take advantage of the previous experience and
the main
of collaboration
with the IBPGR. It should be developed so as to interlink
existing
crop-based information
systems in base collections
and to incorporate
nev ones,
of the Information
existing
in
in order to enable the retrieval,
from a central
point,
each institution
participating
in the International
network of base collections.
The
system should be designed in’such a way as to ensure the compatibility
of the information systems developed in Individual
centres with respect to computer hardvare and
software.
187. The system should also include infonnatlon
proposed international
network of base collections.

from relevant

Institutions

outside

the

188. In order to place the in.ternational
information
system vlthln
the legal frameyork
described above, and in view of FAO’s experience
in successful
information
systems, such
as AGRIS and CARIS. FAO would seem to be the wet appropriate
organization
to administer
the system, in collaboration
vfth the IBPCR, concluding
the necessary
agreements
with
cooperating
institutions.
189. The establishment
of an International
Information
System on Plant Genetic Resources.
admlnlstered
by FAO, would require the provision
of additional
funds to FAO, Without a
more concrete assessment of the form of the system and its requirements,
it is not possible
to give a preclee estimate
of the amount involv,ed.
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

the tasks that must be carried out in order fully
to ensure
190. This Report demonstrates
the exploration,
collection,
conservation,
documentation,
evaluation;availability
and
utllizatlon
of plant genetic resources,
including
the dependence of the extent
to which
plant genetic resourcea can be utilized,
for the benefit
of the agricultural
development
of each country,
upon the strength
of the capabilities
in that country for plant breeding.
the achievements of international
cooperation
to date, while
191. The Report recognizes
demonstrating
that many scientific
and technical
aspects of plant genetic resources are
In need of further
development,
which will require
increasing
support from all interested
countries
and strengthened
International
collaboration.
certain major constraints
in the context
192. This Report, in Section IV, identifies
the present International
arrangements,
which can be summarized as follows:

of

(a)

the lack of the necessary personnel and facilities
in many developing
countrles,.and
their pressing needs for assistance
in training
and equipment, for satisfactory
participation
in plant genetic resource activities,
and for deriving
the full benefits of those activities;

6)

shortcomings
of a scientific
and technical
nature - in particular
tion and the lack of readily
retrievable
information,
especially
which is an essential
component of a system for the preservation
genetic resources;

insufficient
evaluathe global level,
and use of plant

at

(cl

the absence in general of a firm commitment, on the part of governments and of relevant lnstitu:ions,
with respect to plant genetic resource activities,
particularly
the conservation
of nature reserves in areas of important
genetic diversity,
the
maintenance of base collections
and the free availability
of plant genetic resources
for exchange;

Cd)

the insufficient
responsibilities

(e)

the absence of any long-term
guarantee concerning
ties related
to plant genetic resources.

means through which governments
with respect to the preservation

193. The measures proposed
follows:

in this

Report

to improve

can collectively
exercise
and use of plant genetic
the financing
the situation

their
resources;

of essential
are essentially

activlas

(4

the adoption of an International
Undertaking
on Plant Genetic Resources, open to
adherence by all interested
government8 and relevant
Institutions
(Section III of
this Report);

(b)

the establishment
of a network of base collections
of plant genetic
could be considered
as an international
gene bank and would (i)

make full

use of the present

expanding

network

(paragraphs

resources,

which

147 to 158 of this

Report) ;
(ii)
(iii)

(cl -

operate

within

an FAO legal

framework

(paragraphs

164 to 168);

provide cooperating
governments and institutions
with an opportunity
to hold
the material
In their base collections
at the full disposal
of FAO (paragraph 169);

the encouragement of governmental
participation
in plant genetic resource activities,
and the global intergovernmental
sub-regional
and national
levels,
the regional,
body of the Gxmaittee on Agriculture
- of such activities,
review - by a subsidiary
mechanisms for increasing
including
the operation
of the network of base collections,
the action taken by countries
with limited
facilities
to inCreaSe
financial
security,
and the assistance
provided to the latter
to meet
their plant breeding capabilities,
their training
and other needs (paragraphs 172 to 175);
at

,
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Cd)

the consideration
of ways of strengthening
financial
security,
and the Improvement
of extsting
funding arrangements through the allocation
of funds specifically
for
coneervatlon
activitiee
(paragraphs
176 to HO);

(e)

the establishment
of a global information
collaboration
with the IBPCR (paragraph8

system, to be administered
181 to 109).

by FAO in

Thus, in the context of the proposed network, full advantage would be taken of the
made by the Government of Spain (see Appendix G) and of similar
offers
from governments or institutions,
to hold base collections
at the disposal
of FAO. Offers of this
kind could, in addition,
be the starting
point In the exploration
of alternative
measures
if the coverage provided hy the proposed network should prove to be Insufficient
in terms
of species or geographical
distribution
(see paragraph 146).
194.

offer

i

:

19s.

In the light

(a)

that the Conference consider,
with a view to adoption at its forthcoming
Twentycontaining
an International
Undertaking
on
second Session, the draft Resolution
Plant Genetic Resources, set out in Appendix A to this Report;

(b)

that the Director-General
should, in consultation
with the IBPGR, invite
relevant
governments and institutions
to participate
in an international
network
of base
collections
within
an FAO legal framework, placing - if they so desire - their
base collections
fully
at the disposal.of
FAO;

(cl

that, as soon as a significant
notified
him of their intention

-

(I)

(ii)

of the above,

the Director-General

proposes:

number of governments
and relevant
to give effect
to the Undertaking

institutions
as adopted

have
-

the Committee on Agriculture
should establish
the above-mentioned
subsidiary
which would meet at the time of the Combody on plant genetic resources,
mittee's
regular
sessions and would include interested
governments both
members and non-members of the Committee (GRO, Rule XXXXI.l3(a)),
and

the Council should admit to membership of that body, interested
non-Member
Nations of FAO that are members of the United Nations,
a specialized
agency
or IAEA (GRO, Rule XxX11.13(b));

that the Director-General
should seek the views of donor governments and financing
agencies with respect to strengthening
the present funding mechanism8 or to establishing
new mechanisms;

c
.?1
(4

03

that the Director-General
should
the aforesaid, global information
tions: and
that

prepare
system,

a study on the feasibility
of establishing
including
the latter's
financial
implica-

the Director-General
should present a report
to the Council at its
on progress
achieved in the implementation
of the Conference's
tions and decisions
relevant
to this Report.

Session,

Eighty-sixth
recommenda-
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Appendix

A

DRAFT RESOLUTIONAND INTERNATIONAL UNDERTAKING
ON PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES
(see Section

III

of this

Report)

OUTLINE
THE RESOLUTION
The Resolution
essentially
summarizes the rationale
of the Undertaking.
aspects are developed in the text of the Undertaking.

The various

THE INTERNATIONAL UNDERTAKING
I.
Article
taking

1 Is a concise
statement
are intended to achieve.

GENERAL

of the objective

that

the

other

provisions

of the Under-

Article
2 gives definitions
of terms used in the Undertaking,
including
the categories
of plant genetic resources covered by It.
The coverage Is comprehensive,
but should be
seen in the context of the second operative
paragraph of the Resolution,
which invites
Governments and institutions
to inform FAO of the extent to which they can give effect
to the principles
in the Undertaking.
Articles
3 to 5 state the principles
that should apply, essentially
of plant
with respect to the exploration,
preservation
and exchange
II.

at the national
level,
genetic resources.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Article
6 indicates
the general lines of international
cooperation:
(a) strengthening
plant genetic resource capabilities
in developing
countries;
(b) intensifying
existing
international
activities;
(c) collaboration
in the network referred
to in Art. 7;
(d) studying
the feasibilfty
of additional
arrangements,
including
gene banks under FAO
adminlstraelon,
if the network referred
to in Art. 7 proves to be insufficiently
comprehensive;
(e) considering
institutional
measures
to finance activities
relating
to plant
genetic resources.
Article
7 sets out the legal framework for a network of base collections
founded, to the
The network would comprise the
on existing
international
arrangements-.
extent possible,
collections
of governments or institutions
that agree to carry out, within
an FAO legal
framework, the activities
whose-coordination
is promoted by the IBPGR (Art. 7.1). and
governments
or institutions
that, in addition,
arrange for their base collections
to be
The network would also
recognized as part of an International
Gene Bank (Art.
7.2).
include a global information
system (Art. 7.1(d)).
Article
8 suggests princfples
designed to ensure Financial
and other
support for
in particular
to meet difficulties
encountered
in the operation
of the network.

activities,

Article
9 relates
to the role of FAO. which would have the responsibility
of monitoring
tnternatioual
cooperation
relating
to plant
genetic
resources,
and taking all necessary
the conclusion
of
including
measures vith respect to the network of base collections,
agreements with participating
governments and institutions.
VA0 would carry out its
responsibility
in consultation
with Governments supporting
the network (Article
9.4);
III.
Article
10 stresses
-resource activities.

the

importance

OTHER PHOVISIONS

of phytosanitary

measures with

respect

to plant

genetic

Under Article
11, adhering Governments and institutions
would be invited
to provide FAO
of the Undertaking.
with progressrcporrs
concerning
the achieveman? of the objective

I

.-,

:

,

,

Rcsolutlon

--- Jb3

THE CONFEKEXCE
Recall

ins

(3)

plant

(b)
(cl

its

..

on plant

genetic

resources;

genctlr
cmeslrurces are indispensable
for
but iinve been insufficiently
explored

plant

genetic

available

for

the

the

genetic

improvement

of

and are in danger of erosion

cultivated

and loss;

resources are a heritage
of mankind to be preserved,
and to be freely
I:se, for the benefit
of present
and future
generations;

full advantsgc can be derived
prograimne of plant breeding,
plants and old land races are
facilities
for plant breeding

from plant genetic resources only through an effective
and that, while- most such resources
in the form of vild
to be found in developing
countries,
training
and
are insufficient
or even not available
in many of

countries;

Considering

(b)

6/81

plants,

those

(a)

KcsoIr~f.!on

that:
inrernational

comunicy

promote the exploration,
plant genetic resources

should

adopi

a concrete

preservation,
availability
for plant breeding essential

set of principles
designed to
and full exploitation
of relevant
to agricultural
development;

it js the responsibility
of governments to undertake
such activities
as are needed to
ensure the exploration,
collection,
conservation,
maintenance,
evaluation
and exchange
of plant genetic
resources in the interest
of all mankind;
to provide financial
and
technological
sclpport
Co institutions
engaged in such activities;
and to ensure
the
equitable
and unrestricted
distribution
of the benefits
of plant breeding;

(cl

progress In plant breeding is essential
agriculture;
and the establishment
or
production
capabilities,
at the national,
prereqc3isit.e
to making efficient
use of
collection,
conservation,
maintenance,
resources;

1.’

Adopts

2.

Requests the Director-General
to transmit
this Resolution
and the attached InternaUndertaking
to Member Nations of FAO, to non-Member Nations which are members of the
any of its Specialized
Agencies or the International
Atomic Energy Agency,
Nations,
autonomous international
institutions
havfng responsibilities
with respect to plant
resources,
and to invite
them to inform him by (date) of the extent to which they
a position
to give effect
to the principles
contained in the Undertaking,
especially
3 to 5 thereof;

tional
United
and to
genetic
are in
Articles

the International

Undertaking

to the present and future development of
strengthening
of plant breeding and seed
sub-regional
and regional
levels,
is a
international
cooperation
in the exploration,
evaluation
and exchange of plant genetic

on Plant

Genetic

Resources

Urges Governments and the aforesaid
Institutions
to give effect
3.
the Undertaking
and to support the international
arrangements outlined
appropriate
and feasible
- to participate
in such arrangements.

attached

therein,

and:.-

-

‘,

hereto;

to the principles

-

,r

of
where

IIJTEHNATIOtX. U::DERTM:lI:G O!: PLkhT GENETIC RESOtiRCES
I.
Article
--

CENEIUL
1 - Objcccive

‘l-I,<- objective
of tflis Undertaking
is to ensure that plant genetic resources of agri1.
cultural
Interest
vi11 be explored,
preserved,
evaluated and made available
for plant
for the benefit
of all human beings of the present and future generations.
breeding,
Article
In this

(a)

resources”
“plant genetic
means the reproductive
of the following
categories
of plants:

obsolete

cu?tivars;

(iii)

primitive

cultivars

(VI

wild

the context

varleti.es

(ii)

(iv)

^..._

cultivated

unless

and Scope

2.1

Cf)

Undertaking,

2 - Definitions

(cultivars)

(land

and weed species,

special
mutants

genetic

otherwise

stocks

requires:
or vegetative

in current

material

propagating

use and newly developed

varieties;

races):

near relatives
(including

of cultivated
elite

varieties;

and current

breeders’

lines

and

j ;

(b)

means a collection
of seed stock
“base collection
of plant
genetic
resources”
vegetative
propagating
material
(ranging
from tissue
cultures
to whole plants)
for long term security
in order
to preserve
the genetic
variation
for scientific
purposes
and as a basis
for plant
breeding;

(cl

“institution”
means an entity
established
at the international
or national
for purposes
related
to the exploration.
with or without
legal
personality,
evaluation
or exchange
of plant
genetic
tion,
conservation,
maintenance,

(d)

“centre”

means an institulon

as described

in Article

holding

collection

of

plant

genetic

level,
collecresources;
resources,

7.

This Undertaking
relates
to the plant
2.2
to agriculture
at present
or Ln the future,
Article

a base

or
held

genetic
resources
and has particular

of Plant

3 - Rxploration

Genetic

of all
species
reference
to

of Interest
food crops.

Resources

3.1
Covernments
adhering
to this Undertaking
will
organize
or arrange
for miSSiOnS of
exploration,
conducted
fn accordance
with
recognized
scientific
standards,
to identify
potentially
valuable
plant
genetic
resources
that are In danger of becoming
extinct
in
the country
concerned,
as well.as
other
plant
genetic
resources
in the country
which may
be useful
for agricultural
development
but whose existence
or essential
characteristics
are et present
unknown,
in particular:
(a)

(b)

known land races
in favour
of the
the

wild

diversity

or cultivars
cultivation

relatives
of cultivated
or natural
distribution;

in danger of becoming
of new cultlvare;
plants

in

areas

extinct

identified

due

to

their

as centres

abandonment
of

genetic

(cl

species
which are not actually
cultivated
b\lt may he llsed for
as a source of food or raw materials
(such as fihres.
c-iicmical
or timber).

the hcnefit
compounds,

of mankind
medicine

Special efforts
will
be made, in the context of Article
3.1. where the danger of ex3.2
tinction
of plant
species
is certain,
or is likely. having regard to circumstances
such as
the clearance
of vegetation
from tropical
rain forests and semi-arid
lands vith
a view to
the expansion

of cultivated
Article

areas.
4

- Preservation

of Plant

Genetic

Kesources

and other measures will
be maintained
and, where necessary,
Appropriate
legislative
4.1
developed and adopted to protect
and preserve
the plant genetic resources of plants grovnatural
habitat
in the major centres of genetic diversity.
ing in areas of their

Measures will be taken, if necessary through international
cooperation,
to ensure
4.2
the scientific
collection
and safeguarding
of material
in areas where important
plant
genetic resources are in danger of becoming extinct
on account of agricultural
or other
development.
Appropriate
measures will also be taken
outside their natural habitats,
in gene
Governments
and institutions
adhering to this
the said resources are conserved and maintained
characteristics
for use in scientific
research
4.3
held,

Article

5 - Availability

with respect to plant genetic resources
banks or living
collections
of plants.
Undertaking
will,
in particular,
ensure chat
in such a uay as to preserve their valuable
and plant breeding.

of Plant

Genetic

Resources

It will be the policy of adhering Governments and institutions
having plant genetic
5.
resources under their control
to allow access to samples of such resources,
and to permit
their export, where the resources have been requested for the purposes of scientific
research, plant breeding or genetic resource conservation.
The samples will be made avallable free of charge, on the basis of mutual exchange, or on the most favourable
terms
having regard to the costs related
to the provision
of the material
and having regard to
the person or entity
requesting
it.
II.

1-

d
-

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
7
Article

cooperation

will,

6 - General

In particular,

*

6.

International

be directed

to:

(4

establishing
or strengthening
the capabilities
of developing
countries,
where
appropriate on a sub-regional
basis, with respect to plant genetic
resource
activities.
Including
plant breeding and seed multipllcatlon
and distribution,
with the aim of
enabling all countries
to make full use of plant genetic resources for the benefit
of their agricultural
development;

(b)

intensifying
international
activities
in plant
plasm maintenance,
including
those carried
out
stitutions
supported by the CGIAR, as well as
Genetic Resources, with the aim of progressively
are important for agriculture
and other sectors
for the future;

exploration,
plant breeding and germ
by FAO in collaboration
with the inthe FAO Panel of Experts on Forest
covering all plant species that
of the economy,
in the present and

(cl

supporting
the arrangements outlined
In Article
such arrangements of governments and institutions,

7, including
the participation
in
where appropriate
and feasible;

(d)

studying

feasibility
of arrangements,
additional
to those outlined
in Article
7,
the establishment
and administration
by FAO of baee collections
to form
part of the International
Gene Bank, referred
to in Article
7.2. if it appears
that
the facilities
provided by Governments
and institutions
would be insufficient
fully
of this Undertaking;
to achieve the objective
the

including

(e>

measures,
such as the strengthening
finance
activities
relating
to plant

considering
institutional
funding
mechanisms,
to
Article

7 -

Interntitional

or establishment
genetic resources.

of

Arrangements

The present international
arrangements,
7.
being carried
out under the auspices of FAO
and other organizations
in the United Nations system, by national
and regional
institutions
and institutions
supported
by the CCIAR, in particular
the IBPCR, for the exploration,
conservation,
maintenance,
evaluation,
exchange and use of plant genetic
collection,
resources
will
be further
developed
and, where necessary,
complemented
so as to ensure that:

(a)

there

exists

an’ internationally

coordinated

network

of

national,

national

centres that have assumed the responsibility
to hold,
international
community and on the principle
of free exchange,
the plant genetic resources of particular
plant species;
the

(b)

number

plete

of

such

a coverage

account
guarded

centres

be progressively
increased so as to achieve as comin terms of species
and geographical
dfstribution,
the need for duplication,
of the resources
to be safe-

will

as necessary,

also being taken
and preserved;

regional
and interthe benefit
of the
base collections
of
for

of

(cl

that are related
to the exploration,
collection,
conthe activities
of the centres
maintenance,
rejuvenation,
evaluation
and exchange of plant
genetic
reservation,
sources
will.
be carried
out with due account
being taken of scientific
standards
adopted
from time to time under the auspices of FAO;

(d)

sufficient
international

support
in
levels,

funds and facilities
will
be provided,
at the notional
to enable the centres to carry out their
tasks;

and

(e)

to plant
genetic
a global
information
system,
under the auspices
of FAO, relating
resources
maintained
in the aforemetitioned
base collections
and - to the extent
feasible
- elsewhere.
and linked
to systems
established
at the national,
subwill
be developed
on the basis of relevant
arrangeregional
and reRionn1
levels,
ments that already
exist;

(f)

early warning will
be given to FAO, or to any institution
designated
by FAO. of any
hazards
that
threaten
the efficient
maintenance
and operation
of a centre.
with
a
view co prompt international
action
to safeguard
the material
maintained
by the
crntre.

7.2

Any Governments
or institutions
Article
7.1 may, Eurthermore,

tlrac
notify

agree to participate
the Director-General

in

the

network

referred

of FAO that they wish
the base collection
or collections
for which they are responsible
to be recognized
as
The centre
concerned will.
part ,,f in International
Gene Bank under the atispices
of FAO.
whenever
so requested
by FAO, make material
in the base collection
available
to FAO and
will
permit
fA0 to have access to the premises
and facilities
of the collection.
to

in

hrticle

8 - Financ
-.4 ---ia 1 Secua

8.1
agencies.
Adhrr ing Covcrnment s . ;Ind financing
consider
adopt inp, mcusttres
thrrc would place accivlties

Undert.lGing

on ;I Firmer

financial

will,

individually
relevant
to

the

and collectively,
objective
of this

basis.

8.2
Arihcr in?. Governments,
;Ini! financing
agencies.
will.
in particular,
explore
the
possihi
I it!: of estA1 i:;hing
mcchznisns
vhich
would guarantee the availability
of funds
that i.rlultl t--c- i3iiedi.lcrIq:
mohflired
CC, meet +ituationr
of the kind referred
to in Article
i. Ii!-!.

Adllcring
9.3
consider3tion

[ions

cl

tllr

2nd

Covernmrncs
t0

requests

kind

referred

?rciclr
FAO will
9.1
cooperation
in
Cellct
I.1i ,‘l.ln:

to

insi?t,~ciulls,
and f inancinx
agencies,
for
iunds,
equipment
or services
in Arricle
7.1(f).

the

r;ill

of

Activities

under
continuous
review
exploration.
collection,

Related

and

the

further

Action

specie!
si:ua-

co meet

bv FAO

of
documentation,

development

conservation,

sive

needed

FAO

9. - >lonicoring

keep
:t

from

international
exchange

and use

t-~~suurces.

IT,\0 w i 1 I , in p~rri~~11131-, monitor
the operation
of the arrangements
referred
co in
9.2
take.
It will
or recommend co Governments
or institutions
participating
in
Article
7.
tile .7rr;lng:emencs , measures
that
are necessary
or desirable
in order
to ensure
the comand efficiency
of operations
prtrhcnsivrness
in line with the objective
of this Undertaking.
9. ?

TIIC measures

~dopccd

b!: FAD will

(:I 1

invitations

(1))

CIIC design:lc ion, with the consent
of
.IFcrr consultation
::ith
the IUPGR or
n;lc~on.cl or international
institutions
i. 1;

(cl

invitatiuns
;ts parr of

(d)

clue conclusion
of agreements,
with
the Governments
or institutions
concerned
to confirm their
commitment
to the principles
of this Undertaking
and to the cesponsibilitics
indicated
in Article
7.1 and,
where
applicable,
Article
7.2;

ED Governments

to Governments
the Lnternacional

(cl

W:I~UL’~S

to overcome

(f)

pnrt icipation,
tion
to those

(I;)

the

solicitation

include:

and international

or

any difficulties

funds,

to support

or shortcomings

services.or

any arrangements
7;
facilities

their
base
7.2;

arrangements;

collections

adopted

referred

by Governments

10

-

Phvtosani

tar\,

to

in Article

8.

this
Undertaking,
co FAO their
intcn-

Measures

Tllis Undertaking
is vitllout
prejudice
to any measures
taken by Governments
- in line
10.
wit11 the provisions
of the International
Plant Protection
Convention,
adopted
in Rome on
6 December 1951 - to regulate
the entry
of plant
genetic
resources
with
the aim of preventing
tile introduction
or spread of plant
pests.
Article
11 - Information
__-_----------w-

on tile

Implementation

AdtIering
Governments
and institutions
will.
Il.
Central
of FAD with
information
on the ‘measures
;Icllieve
the objective
of this Undertaking.

at
chat

-

in nddi-

OTHER PROVISIONS

III.

L

identified;

In tile performance
of its responsibilities
outlined
in Part II of
9.4
I’XO \;il L ;Ict in consultation
with chose
Governments
that have indicated
tion to su;)port
Cole arrangements
referred
to in Article
7.

Article

the

the Government
or institution
concerned
and
ocher scientific
advisory
body, of suitable
co act as the centres
referred
to in Article

institutions
co agree to hold
Gene Bank referred
to in Article

where applicable,
in
referred
to in Article
of

inscitucions

- ----of

this

Undertaking

yearly
intervals,
they have taken

provide
or

propose

the
to

Directortake CO

:*

- i #’ -

LETTER OF AGREEMENTBETWEENCGIAR MEMBERSAND FAO
(June 1974)
(see para.

119 of this

Report)

LETTER OF AGREEMENT
between
The undersigned,
members of the
Consultative
Group on
International
Agricultural
Research
(hereinafter
referred
to
as the Donors)

3
-,

_),
I

‘-

The Food and Agriculture
Organization
of the
United Nations
(hereinafter
referred
to as FAO)

and

Whereas various
members of the Consultative
Group on International
Agricultural
Research
(hereinafter
referred
to as “the Donors”) wish to make funds available
to the Food and
Agriculture
Organization
of the United Nations (hereinafter
referred
to as “FAO”), as
provided in this Agreement for the purpose of creating
a Central Fund to finance the
activities
of the International
Board for Plant Genetic Resources (hereinafter
referred
Board”) described
in Annex I attached hereto:
to as “the International
Whereas the Director-General
voluntary
contributions
for
Now therefore

of FAO may under FAO Financial
this purpose;

Regulation

6.7,

receive

the Donors and FAO agree as follows:
ARTICLE I

as provided
in this Agreement,
The Donors undertake,
the purpose of creating
a Central Fund to finance activities

1.

to contribute
to FAO funds
as described
in Annex I.

for

2.
The above funds will
be deposited
with FAO as Funds in Trust to be administered
and
accounted for in accordance with the Financial
Regulations
of FAO. For 1976 the charge
The decision
as to
to cover FAO’s technical
and administrative
costs has been waived.
whether any charge will
be made for subsequent periods.
and if so, the appropriate
rate
It is understood that FAO will
of the charge, will be made at an appropriate
later date.
not incur any financial
liabilities
in excess of the amounts actually
received.
The Funds in Trust will
be used exclusively
to finance the activities
of the
3.
national
Board to vhich FAO will
submit a statement of account at the end of every
calendar year.

Inter-

4.
In accordance with the Financial
Regulations
of FAO. all costs incurred by the
Organization
for these activities
of the International
Board described
in Annex I are to
hc hornc by the Trust Fund. The costs chargeable
to the Trust Fund may include unforeseen
expenditure
incurred
in accordance
with the Regulations
of FAO.

-ARTICLE 11
/

4
I

FAO’s obligations
1.
Financial
Regulations
This Agreement,
International
co any prvposal for

2.

:ind

the

under this
of FAO.
including

Agreement

Annex

I,

Board, each of uhich
such amendment.

are

may be
shall

subject

to the constitutional

modified by mutual consent
give full and sympathetic

rules
between

alld
FAO

consideration

ARTICLE
----

III

Tlw Agrccmcnt
shnll
remain in effect
for a period
of one year unless
trrminatcd
+,~on h\
FAO or the International
Board by notice
in writing
given co the *)ther.
OF not IL*SS
tt::ln thirty
days (30) in advance of the effective
date of termination;
.ln\’ hn1anc.c
rtnspcnc in such case vi11 be handed over tt> the Chairm,ln t;C li:c
0 c funds rcmnining
international
Board who will
receive
them on behalf
of a11 Donors.
Upon the mutus!
agreement
of ho th F:?!! And the International
Board,
the effective
period
oi the A;~-:cmcnt mny be extended.
‘Z’s
Agreement
shall
enter
into force
upon signature
bv_ F,‘\O .t:1.!
another
three of the Donors.

<‘I

(1 R-j!?5
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Appendix
TERM
(see

C

OF REFERENCE OF THE IBPGR
para.

120 of

this

Report)

--Status
The Board Is
organization
under
Terms

of

an autonomous
the aegis of

scientific,
the CGIAR.

international,

(1) To plan,

initiate
and coordinate
of genetic
resources

promotion

(ii)

I‘:
.*

(iii)

(iv)

authority
of
collaboration

recow
the help

the

To identify
general
and specific
needs for exploration,
collection,
conservation
and
evaluation
of plant
genetic
resources
with particular
reference
to species
of major
economic
importance
and their
wild
and cultivated
relatives,
to determine
priorities
possible
extent
that
the materials
conserved
among them, and to ensure to the fullest
are made available
for plant
breeding
and other scientific
activities
as required;
.
To see
priority

the collection
needs;

To arrange
for
the duplication

the
of

in data storage
and to see that

(vii)
(VIII)

the CGIAR, for
with and with

wherever
possible
a worldwide
programme through
concepts
at government
and scientific
level;

of

genetic

replicated
materials

resources

is

carried

maintenance
of both
between collections;

To promote

and retrieval
relevant
data

training

at

To promote
technical
nical
publications

all

Membership

of

the

to the established

according

and vegetative

collections

and

systems;

and to incorporate
to promote
fuller
evaluation
systems:
are exchanged
along with materials;

relevant
data
by breeders;

levels;

meetings
to further
relating
to standard8

To support
research
activities
the operation
of the Board’s

out

seed

appropriate
data storage
and retrieval
(VI To implement
To
arrange
for
the
characterization
of
collections,
(vi)

~-

non-profitmaking

Reference

The Board will
have responsibility.
under the
mending policies
and developing
programmes
in close
and advice
of FAO to meet the following
objectives:

i

philanthropic,

the foregoing
objectives
, method8 and procedures

Into problems
activities.

the

solving

of which

and to issue techand other matters;
are

essential

to

Board

The Board consists
of l5 members,
of whom not less than four are to be nationals
of
Thirteen
members of the
developing
countries,
and not less than six are to be scientists.
Board are elected
by the CGUR, on the recommendatioa
of the IBPGR.
FAG and UNRP each appoint
one ear officio,
non-voting
member of the Board.
The Rxecutive
Secretary
also acts a8
members serve In their
personal
capacities
irrespective
of their
s off icia<ember
. Elected
professional
at official
affiliation.
The Board shall
have the Qover to co-opt
additional
member8 If the need should
arise.
Executive

and other

Gnmnittees

The Rxecutive
Committee
comprises the Chainsan and.VFce Chairman of the Board and.at
least
three other
elected
Board members.
The member of the Board designated
by FAG shall
participate
in all
the deliberations
of the Executive
Caumfttee.
.At least
two of the membets of the Executive
Committee
will
be from developing
countries.
Executive

Secretariat

FAO provide8

of
the

the

Board

Executive

Secretariat

far

the

Board.

Other

Relationships

extent

The priorities
in formulating

Financial

of

the

with

FAO

recommended 'Jy the
the programmes of

Ward will
be observed
to
the Crop Genetic
Resources

the maximum praclcable
Centre of FAO.

Supporf
by a Letter
of Agreement
The central
fund, established
CGLAR and FAO, vi.11 be administered
by FAO as a Trust

between
Fund.

certain

donor

members

.

LETTER OF INVX'TATION TO PARTICIPATE IN
IPPCR CONSf3VATION
!r.ee

NETWORK

131 of this

para.

Report)

The folloving
extract,
taken from a typical
letter
addressed
by the Executive
Secretary
of the IBPGR to a potential
cooperating
institution,
relates
to the commitments
required
by the IBPGR, and contains
an invitation
to the Institution
to accept designation
for maintaining
a specified
baee collection
or collectiona:

I,
.

.

.

The Board’s
(a)

taining
I,
.

.

.

policy

for

base

collection

is

to require

the

following

that the collection
will
continue
to receive
personnel
and that If, at some future
time,
will
be alerted
promptly;

this

(b)

that if the material
will
be made freely
qualified
institution

from an active
collection,
it
collection
to any professionally
interested
in using it;

(c)

that

(d)

that sppropriate
institutes)
for

arrangements
regeneration

(e)

that
ably

will
be made to duplicate
IBPGR designated
gene bank).

material

will

arrangements
in another

On this
bade
the
base collections

stored
is not available
available
from the base
or Individual
seriously
be accepted

for

storage

will
be made
of the material;

IBPGR invltea
the
of (specification

(Institution)
of the cropa

adequate

coanltments:

on

a global

(If

necessary
and

the

operating

funds

is not possible,

material

to accept
concerned).

and

FAO/IBPGR

basis;
vlth

for

suitable

safety

designation

(prefer-

for

main-

- ;.? -
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*pendix
ACTIVITIES OF THE IARCs ON PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES
AND THEIR PRESENT COST
(see para.

154 of this

Report)

SUMMARYTABLE

Centre

Projected
for
5 years hence
1983

Present Annual
Expenditure
USS

CIAT

1 358 000

1 809 000

CIP

2 530 000

3 000 000

CeMyT
Germ plasm enhancement
not itemized

350 000

1 000 000

1 000 000

1 000 000

XCARDA

1 043 000

1 356 000

ICRISAT

1 028 500

1145

800

LITA

850 000

2 500 000

ILCA

148 000

336 000

1 001 550

1 000 000

1 000 000

1 000 000

100 000

500 000

10 409 050

14 646 800

4 117 000

5 131 000

. IRX
Germ plasm enhancement
not Itemized
WARDA

IBPGR

14 526 056
***11*****

.

19 777 800
**PI-**-I

E

-

ESTIYd.'rElj !!::DCET FOk (:'.:<F.T:C RES@I'kCL‘.cL2;Y.X !:9H3-15851
OF ?!!i: !:;TERNA:IOHkl, XICE AESEAiiCSi INSTITUTE (I.RRI)
(see para.
(SC 1583
(in USS)

Budget

1983

Costs for International
Rice
Germ plasm Centre
(includes
Seed Health
Unit) d/
Salaries
and Benefits
Senior Staff (1)
Junior Researchers (12)
Labourers and others (35)
Post Doctoral Fellows (2)

1985

249 773

254 373

254 373

Supplies

41 600

41 600

41 600

Equipment

56 000 al

20 000

20 000

3 ooo-

3 000

3 000

Maintenance
..-

1
)
)
)

1984
uss

Direct

A.

of Mdcor Vehicles

International

Travel

5 900

5 900

5 900

Travel

the Philippines

3 000

3 000

3 000

within

Sub-total
B.

Report)

Prices)

Operational

-

155 of this

359 273

Adjusting
Factor c/
Light and Power
Postage
Maintenance of Building
Depreciation
of Facilities

C.

Contingencies

D.

Administrative

Training

Costs for

(5 scholars15

327 873

36 000

36 000

10 000

24 000
81 560

81 560

151 560

151 560

151 560

10 217

9 587

9 587

109 600

100 000

100 000

630 650

589 020

589 020

Collections

20 000

20 000

20 000

man-years)

-- 50 900

50 900

50 900

701 550

65.9 920

659 920

Costs

Field

873

10 000

Sub-total
Direct

32)

TOTAI

24 000

36
10
24
81

000
000
000
560

."

b/

Includes
Includes

c/

This

a/

multiplication
and regeneration.
initial
equipment for the Seed Health

Unit.

is in addition
CO the normal distribution
of administrative
costs and
represents
extraordinary
charges chat would apply co the Germ Plasm Centre.

-

Capital

Expenditures

Cost of Facilities

- IRRI

USS

(Buildings

and Equipment)

Farm Development

500 000

Houses

Green

200 000

Transfer

of Cpllection

Training

of Staff

250 000

A/

Complete b.ack-up of electrical

L/

No basis
trainees,

utilities

300 000

for estimating
budget which has to depend on the number of
duration
and kind of training.

Genetic Resources Laboratory
(Germ plasm Bank Complex)

Total

4 000 000

at IRRI
uss

1976

323 000

1977

1 516 000

Cost of Laboratory

2 039 000

-
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Appendix

G

GENE BANK OF SPAIN
Substance

of the Offer
(see para.

Offer
munity

by the Government of Spain

169 of this

Report)

to FAO to place the Gene Bank of Spain at the service of the international
deposit for base collections
of plant genetic resources.

com-

as a safe

This offer

would mean that:

1.

designate
species for long-term
storage by the bank at global level.
It
Is suggested that these should be seed legumes and fodder plants from rangelands,
propagated by genuine seeds.

2.

The cost of conserving
of Spain, and working

3.

FAO could

the responsibility
on request through

these seeds would remain
samples could be provided

A service of active
collection
could not be provided
since this service would involve a constant increase
packing and dispatch
of many specimens.

Technical

of the Government
FAO.

wtthout internstional
financing,
in the number of samples, plus

information

The Gene Bank of Spain has available:
storehouse

at a temperature

of 15’C below zero,

of 7 x 3 x 3 m = 63 m3.

(a)

A

(b)

A seed storehouse

(cl

There are in the country 80 people working
for the Gene Bank, who are responsible
for reproducing
the samples in the most suitable
place, making use of INIA experlmental stations.

Cd)

The size
represent

(e)

Germination
trial3
are made when the samples are deposited.
made only when they are going to be rejuvenated.

(f)

Material
at present stored has been classified
of the catalogue
has already been published.
will appear toward the end of 1983.

at

temperatures

of 0 to 2OC below zero,

of 3 x 10 x 3 m = 90 m3.

of the samples and the method of collecting
them, to ensure
the proper variability,
follow IBPGR standards.

i

Viability

that

they

trials

are

by computer, and the first
volume
that the second volume

Xtishoped

